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Abstract 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Biochemical Investigations of Environmental 

Changes on Structure and Function of Subtilisins 

by 

Michael Joseph Liszka 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Douglas S. Clark, Co-Chair 

Professor Jeffery A. Reimer, Co-Chair 

 

 Many industrial processes used to produce chemicals and pharmaceuticals would benefit 
from enzymes that function under extreme conditions.  Fortunately, bioprospecting for enzymes 
from extremophilic microorganisms has led to the discovery of new enzymes with high tolerance 
to non-natural conditions. However, bioprospecting is inherently limited by the diversity of 
environments present in nature. Protein engineering has also been a successful route to generate 
extremophilic enzymes by both rational mutagenesis and directed evolution.  Ultimately, 
screening for activity for either type of enzyme under extreme conditions can be difficult.  To 
continue development of new and more robust biocatalysts, there is increasing synergy between 
bioprospecting and protein engineering in developing extremophilic enzymes. Interesting areas 
considered include unnatural industrial conditions relevant to biocatalysis, biophysical properties 
of extremophilic enzymes, and industrially relevant extremophilic enzymes either found in 
nature or through protein engineering.  
 Decades of protein studies have used mutagenesis to alter enzyme function and 
rationalize the resulting effects with respect to the amino acid properties.  In cases of bulk 
solvent changes, the exact effect on the enzyme and underlying mechanism for observed changes 
in enzyme function can be more difficult to decipher.  We have used 1H-15N NMR titration 
experiments on the protease Subtilisin E for several altered solvent conditions to identify sub-
molecular effects.  Chemical shift and peak intensities were monitored as a function of 
temperature, dimethyl formamide (DMF) concentration and guamidinium HCl (GdmCl) 
concentration.  The results reveal that the effects on the enzyme are specific to each perturbation 
consistent with unique sites identified by previous mutagenesis results.  With the addition of 
20% DMF, the most affected residues co-localize with previously reported mutation sites found 
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from screening enzyme mutants in DMF.  Temperature effects were observed as chemical shift 
perturbations in secondary structural elements.  Guanidinum HCl addition deceased the intensity 
of residues from 156-179 also coincidental with a previous beneficial mutation site.  Across all 
three changes, the ability of the enzyme to bind its substrate correlates with perturbations in the 
binding cleft.  The NMR analysis presented here has provided insights into possible mechanisms 
for the beneficial mutations and has the potential to predict locations where mutagenesis may be 
most fruitful. 
 A retrospective analysis of mutation effects provides only a rearview understanding of 
the mechanism for the mutation’s efficacy.  To further investigate the structural basis for altered 
function, we subjected improved mutant proteins to the same analysis as the wild type enzyme.  
These data could provide a clearer picture of the changes imposed on the enzyme by the amino 
acid substitutions.  Additionally, we compare the effects of mutations made to improve function 
in a specific environment with the mutated protein’s general stability.  NMR appears capable of 
identifying regions of an enzyme that are affected by a solvent, so we propose to use those 
regions as a guide to mutate the enzyme to improve its function. 
 To further to expand the use of enzymes in organic solvents, an expanded set of tools and 
techniques are required.  Each of these tools provides a step toward understanding changes in 
enzyme function and improvements in enzyme design for use in organic solvents.  The first tool 
is the de novo design and expression of an organic soluble protein.  We were able to screen 
several generations of de novo designed proteins for their ability to express in aqueous 
conditions and attempted to transfer the expressed proteins to organic solvents.  The last two 
techniques focus on developing techniques to work with enzymes in organic solvents.  The first 
was born out of the need to improve screening enzyme libraries.  Quantification of protein 
expression levels in cell-free mixtures is a difficult and necessary step for measuring the specific 
activity of a protein.  Lastly, the measurement of spectral properties of subtilisin in organic 
solvents was an initial step toward high-resolution spectroscopy in organic solvents.  I present 
informed outlooks for continuing or completing each of the projects. 
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“…when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you 
know something about it; but when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is 
of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have 
scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter may be.” 

 
William Thompson, 1st Baron Kelvin 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

Nature Versus Nurture:  
Developing Enzymes That Function Under Extreme Conditions 

 
 

Abstract 
 
 Many industrial processes used to produce chemicals and pharmaceuticals would benefit 
from enzymes that function under extreme conditions. Enzymes from extremophilic 
microorganisms have evolved to function in a variety of extreme environments, and 
bioprospecting for these microorganisms has led to the discovery of new enzymes with high 
tolerance to non-natural conditions. However, bioprospecting is inherently limited by the 
diversity of enzymes evolved by nature. Protein engineering has also been successful in 
generating extremophilic enzymes by both rational mutagenesis and directed evolution, but 
screening for activity under extreme conditions can be difficult. This chapter examines the 
emerging synergy between bioprospecting and protein engineering in developing extremophilic 
enzymes. Specific topics include unnatural industrial conditions relevant to biocatalysis, 
biophysical properties of extremophilic enzymes, and industrially relevant extremophilic 
enzymes either found in nature or through protein engineering.  
 
1.1 Introduction  
 

Industrial reactions that produce chemicals and pharmaceuticals are often carried out 
under diverse conditions such as at high temperature and pressure, non-neutral pH, and in non-
aqueous environments. Increasing the process temperature, shifting pH, or using organic solvents 
can be advantageous by reducing the risk of contamination, decreasing viscosity, increasing 
substrate solubility, and increasing the rate of mass transfer. These conditions may also increase 
the rate of product formation and/or minimize undesired byproducts.  However, extreme reaction 
conditions are often unsuitable for enzymes, which are attractive for many industrial processes as 
faster and more environmentally friendly alternatives to traditional catalysts. Fortunately, 
microorganisms thrive in very diverse environments, and many have enzymes that can withstand 
extremes of temperature, pH, and salt concentration. Thus, discovering and/or engineering 
enzymes that function under unusual conditions is of growing importance as industrial processes 
and product demands continue to evolve.  

Microorganisms have been discovered in diverse environments such as ocean vents, 
arctic waters and soil, salt marshes, alkaline and acidic hot springs, and arid deserts. To survive 
in these environments, microorganisms must have enzymes that function under extreme 
conditions, or employ mechanisms that temper the intracellular milieu from the external 
environment. Because extremophilic enzymes are often active under conditions similar to those 
under which the host microorganism resides, searching for microorganisms in extreme 
environments, or bioprospecting, is a powerful technique for discovering robust enzymes. In 
addition, enzymes found in one type of extreme environment (e.g., high temperature) are 
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typically more tolerant of other extreme conditions (e.g., organic solvents); thus, naturally 
occurring robust enzymes can be used or evolved for use in a variety of harsh environments.  

Although many industrially relevant enzymes have been isolated from organisms 
growing at high temperature, high salt concentration, or in environments contaminated with 
organic solvents, there are significant challenges and limitations to bioprospecting for 
extremophilic enzymes. Harsh or extreme environments contain less diverse microbial 
communities, and extremophiles typically have smaller genomes that are specialized for the 
environment, limiting the diversity of enzymes interesting for industrial applications (1). 
Enzymes from extremophiles can also be challenging to use due to limitations in recombinant 
expression in even the well-optimized expression host Escherichia coli. Prediction tools for 
determining the success of protein expression are lacking and small-scale empirical screens are 
needed to check for proper expression (2). Expression of an extremophilic enzyme in a different 
host can even alter the enzyme’s stability and activity. As an extreme example, recombinant 
expression of a thermophilic esterase from Thermus thermophilus HB27 in different yeast 
species resulted in a 30 to 40°C reduction in the temperature of optimal activity (Topt), most 
likely due to protein misfolding (3–5).  

Given these limitations of bioprospecting for extremophilic enzymes, much effort has 
been devoted to engineering well-characterized mesophilic enzymes for stability and tolerance to 
extreme conditions. Sequence and structural analysis of naturally-occurring extremophilic 
enzymes can reveal trends responsible for the enhanced stability and activity. These trends may 
be used to rationally guide mutations in mesophilic enzymes to confer tolerance to a broad range 
of extreme conditions, some of which may not be found in nature. Modifying the hydrophobic, 
electrostatic, or covalent interactions within an enzyme can increase the stability and activity in 
certain conditions. Other protein engineering methods such as error prone PCR or DNA shuffling 
can also be used on naturally tolerant enzymes to increase their stability and activity even 
further.  

Like bioprospecting, engineering proteins for stability and activity in extreme 
environments has challenges and drawbacks. Screening for enzyme activity under extreme 
conditions can be problematic and require additional steps if the expression host cannot tolerate 
the conditions. Ribosome display or screening techniques that rely on biotin-streptavidin/avidin 
binding are useful for selecting thermostable enzymes given that the ribosome from Thermus 
aquaticus and the biotin-streptavidin/avidin complex are thermostable, but neither screening 
technique could be used in organic solvents because the biomolecular machinery involved is not 
stable to denaturants (6, 7). Likewise, catalytic antibodies, which represent another type of 
protein engineering for biocatalysis, are produced under physiological conditions, limiting the 
range of suitable screening conditions and substrates (8). The assay itself is also subject to 
limitations. For example, an activity screen based on ionization of a colorimetric substrate 
analyzed by absorbance spectroscopy will not work properly in aprotic organic solvents. Ideally, 
separating expression from screening is a more compatible approach for identifying 
extremophilic enzymes from a library of mutants. Cell-free protein expression, mRNA-display, 
and DNA-display allow for stepwise enzyme synthesis and screening and may prove successful 
for the identification of robust extremophilic enzymes designed via protein engineering.  
 Bioprospecting and protein engineering are both powerful tools for discovering new 
extremophilic enzymes that meet ever-evolving industrial needs. Encompassed in this chapter is  
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Figure 1-1 Extreme conditions covered in this review.  Conditions discussed for proteases, 
lipases, and cellulases are illustrated by their respective placement in the figure.  
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a description of conditions, both natural and unnatural, that are relevant for industrial 
applications along with the biophysical characteristics that are known to render an enzyme stable 
and active under these conditions. Figure 1-1 illustrates the three main enzyme classes discussed  
in this review and the conditions under which they are described. Naturally extremophilic and 
engineered enzymes with industrial or synthetic relevance are described, and exceptional 
examples of protein function under extreme conditions are presented. A key question that 
emerges is whether bioprospecting or protein engineering has greater potential for success. The 
answer to this question is not obvious, and may depend strongly on the conditions required, the 
desired enzymatic reaction, and the type of enzyme used.  
 
1.2. Extreme Conditions Relevant to Industrial Processes 

1.2.1. Conditions Found in Nature  
 
 Microorganisms exist in very different environments, and their enzymes and proteins 
have adapted to extreme temperatures, pressures, alkalinity/acidity, and/or osmolarity.  Many of 
these extreme conditions mimic those found in industrial processes wherein enzymes are most 
often used.  Nature, therefore, is an abundant source of enzymes and proteins tolerant to extreme 
conditions. 
	  
1.2.1.1. Extreme temperatures 
 
 Performing enzyme reactions at elevated temperatures has several potential advantages 
including higher substrate solubility, faster reaction rates, reduced risk of system contamination, 
lower solution viscosity, and increased solvent miscibility. However, there are many examples of 
enzymes used in processes that operate at lower temperatures as well, such as cold-active 
hydrolytic enzymes used in laundry detergents or for cleaning animal hides, proteases used for 
cleaning contact lenses, and pectinases for clarifying and extracting fruit juices (9). Mesophilic 
enzymes are less effective at higher or lower temperatures (i.e., above 40°C or below 25°C) due 
to decreased enzyme stability, which leads to a shorter half-life and lower activity. Thermophilic 
and hyperthermophilic organisms, which thrive in a range of temperatures from 50 – 110°C, can 
be a source for thermostable enzymes, while psychrophiles produce a variety of enzymes that 
function well below 25°C. Although a wide range of enzymes can be found in thermophiles and 
psychrophiles, cloning and expression of these extremophilic enzymes can be problematic, and 
their useful temperature range can be prohibitively narrow. The latter problem has been 
addressed by protein engineering. For example, engineering a psychrophilic protease from 
Bacillus halophilus TA41 increased both its activity and stability at higher temperatures without 
altering its activity at lower temperatures (10). This result indicates that even though the enzyme 
was naturally optimized for a particular temperature, it was possible to custom tune the enzyme 
for improved activity over a broader range of temperatures (10).  
 
1.2.1.2. Pressure, Osmolarity, and Alkalinity/Acidity 
 
 Other extreme industrial conditions that mimic nature include high pressure, high 
osmolarity, and high pH (alkalinity) or low pH (acidity). High pressure is used to limit 
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evaporation, control reaction specificity, form gels or granules, or induce the transition of lipid 
phases (9). So-called piezophiles live in high-pressure environments, such as the deep ocean and 
terrestrial subsurface environments. A comparison of orthologous proteins from the 
hyperthermophile Pyrococcus furious and the piezohyperthermophile Pyrococcus absyii revealed 
a positive correlation between piezophily and a higher proportion of smaller and/or more polar 
amino acids, possibly allowing for more efficient packing of side chains and secondary structural 
elements within the protein (11). In addition, factors contributing to thermal stability, such as 
hydrophobic interactions (12) and surface interactions (13), might also contribute to piezophily. 
However, a structural comparison of dihydrofolate reductases from the psychropiezophile 
Moritella profunda and E. coli did not reveal any structural adaptation to pressure (14). 
Piezophiles may thus represent a largely untapped source of enzymes that are naturally adapted 
to multiple, but not necessarily all, extremes.  

Some processes found in the food, agriculture, petroleum, textile, and leather industries 
involve the production of solutions with complex mixtures of salts, organic solvents, and other 
compounds. The hypertonic water of salt lakes and marshes often mimics the high solute 
concentrations of industrial solutions. Halophiles thrive under high salt conditions and regulate their 
osmotic pressure by adjusting the activity of ion channels and efflux pumps. Some halophiles even 
produce internal solutes (e.g., trehalose) to maintain osmotic pressure. In addition to these methods 
for controlling their intracellular environment, halophiles flourish by using proteins that are more 
stable in the presence of high salt compared to mesophilic proteins (15). Halophilic enzymes have 
great potential for biocatalysis in high salt conditions such as the desalination of wastewater; 
however, few halophilic enzymes are currently used in industry.   

The halophilic enzyme nuclease H from Micrococcus varians subsp. degrades RNA at 60
o

C 
and 12% salt and is used industrially to produce the flavoring agent 5’-guanylic acid (16). 
Furthermore, α-amylase enzymes produced from the halophilic genus Halomonas could be used in 
starch processing. Natural proteases from halophiles are used in the food industry as well as in the 
production of detergents (17,18). 
 Acidic and basic conditions are common in many industrial processes, including paper 
pulp bleaching, starch hydrolysis, and mining. Alkalophilic subtilisin-like serine proteases from 
the genus Bacillus are often used as additives in laundry detergents because of their activity and 
stability under basic conditions (19). Iron and sulfur-oxidizing enzymes from acidophilic 
microorganisms such as Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans could be used to treat contaminated acid 
mine drainage (20). Hence, the discovery and application of enzymes from acidophiles and 
alkaliphiles is important to many industrial processes. Acidophiles and alkaliphiles live in pH 
conditions lower than 4 or greater than 8, respectively. They are typically found in hydrothermal 
vents, acidic/basic lakes and hot springs, and acidic/basic sediments. Although acidophiles and 
alkaliphiles use proton pumps to maintain a neutral internal pH, their excreted enzymes must be 
functional in the harsh pH environments in which these organisms grow.  
 
1.2.2. Unnatural Conditions  
 
 Although natural evolution has selected for enzyme activity in a wide range of extreme 
conditions found in nature, there is no selective pressure for the evolution of enzyme activity in 
unnatural conditions relevant to chemical synthesis, such as molecular organic solvents, ionic 
liquids, and other non-aqueous systems.  Understanding the mechanism of enzyme function in 
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these unnatural conditions will lead to better laboratory design of enzymes for industrial 
processes requiring extreme conditions. 
 
1.2.2.1. Organic Solvents 
 
 While evolution has selected for enzyme activity in a wide range of extreme conditions 
found in nature, there is no selective pressure for enzymes to evolve for activity in some 
unnatural conditions relevant to chemical synthesis. The most common of these unnatural 
conditions is presented by organic solvents (e.g. hexane, dimethyl formamide, tetrahydrofuran, 
and alcohols). Organic solvents span a large range of physicochemical properties, including 
dielectric constants, polarities, hydrogen bonding capacities, and boiling points (typically 
between 50 – 190

o
C), allowing for effective optimization of reactions and system properties. 

Using organic solvents for enzymatic reactions can increase substrate solubility, alter reaction 
thermodynamics, and expose completely new reactivity, all of which can be useful in industrial 
processes (21,22). Unfortunately, these benefits are often outweighed by the greatly reduced 
activity typically exhibited by enzymes in organic solvents, limiting the use of organic solvents 
in industrial-scale enzymatic processes.  

Organic solvents can affect both enzyme structure and dynamics, ultimately leading to 
decreased activity, and depending on the solvent conditions, reduced stability. Protein motions 
play an important role in myriad protein functions, including catalysis and signaling (23); 
therefore, altered enzyme dynamics in organic solvents can have a detrimental effect on 
biocatalytic activity. Restricted motion has been strongly correlated with enzyme activity, or lack 
thereof, in organic solvents (24-26). Limited structural data are available for proteins in organic 
solvents, compared to the vast array of complete structures available for proteins in water. 
Overall or local changes in secondary or tertiary structure of proteins in organic solvents are 
typically detected using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (27), circular dichroism 
(CD)(28), fluorescence, and electron spin resonance (ESR) (29,30) spectroscopy but there are 
few reports of data collected at the atomic-level.  NMR has the ability to provide higher 
resolution information, but to date has provided only bulk-average data (25), surface water 
properties (31), or single-site information (26).  In one published high-resolution study, a crystal 
structure of the protease subtilisin Carlsberg formed in water and soaked in acetonitrile showed 
almost no structural change from the aqueous structure (32).  

A second issue with the use of enzymes in organic solvents is that proteins are not readily 
soluble in organic solvents; thus, enzymes must be prepared and transferred in such a way as to 
retain residual water so that enzyme activity is preserved (33). The most common methods for 
preparing enzymes for use in organic solvents are shown in Figure 1-2. These preparations range 
from simple suspensions to more complex chemically modified formulations. Lyophilized 
powders of unmodified enzymes can be used as solid-phase catalysts. Other solid-phase 
preparation methods include salt-activation, transition-state patterning (imprinting), co-
lyophilization with protectants, and single-crystal or aggregate cross-linking (34–38). Chemical 
modifications can also be directed toward the enzyme surface via pegylation or ion-pairing with 
charged surfactants so the enzyme becomes soluble in organic solvents (39–42). Although 
guidelines for the use of particular enzymes in specific organic transformations have been 
compiled based on reported enzyme activities, a general model for activating enzymes in organic 
solvents has yet to be developed (43).  
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Figure 1-2 Preparation methods for enzymes in organic solvents. (a) Native aqueous enzyme (b) 
Enzyme immobilized by covalent attachment or physisorption (c) Lyophilized enzyme powder 
with and without salts (d) Covalently-modified solubilized enzyme (e) Cross-linked Enzyme 
Crystals (CLECs) (f) Surfactant solubilized enzyme (g) Directly solubilized lyophilized enzyme 
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1.2.2.2. Ionic Liquids 
 
 Ionic liquids (ILs) are an alternative to organic solvents as a nonaqueous reaction 
medium for certain enzymatic reactions. Commonly defined as organic salts with melting 
temperatures below 100

o
C, ILs have high viscosities (e.g., 50 to 40,000 cP for imidazolium-

based ILs), are non-flammable, and have negligible vapor pressures. The solvent properties of 
ILs are tunable, given that specific ions in the cation-anion pair are interchangeable and alkyl 
substituents can be introduced in many cases (Table 1-1). As with organic solvents, ILs can be 
either water miscible or water immiscible. Using ILs in enzymatic reactions can offer several 
advantages, including enhanced enzyme stability (44,45), enantioselectivity (46), higher melting 
temperatures (47), and increased yields of reaction products.  

Although some ILs increase enzyme stability compared to organic solvents, reactions 
conducted with water-immiscible ILs can present problems for enzyme solubility and activity. 
Many of the same preparation methods used for enzymes in organic solvents have been 
employed for ILs. Similar to organic solvents, high-resolution structural data are not available 
for proteins in ionic liquids. Biophysical measurements that rely on spectroscopy in the UV 
range (i.e., CD, Absorbance at 280 nm) are particularly difficult due to the aromatic nature of 
most common ILs. Specific assays have been developed to obtain lower resolution data on 
structural changes that occur in some ionic liquids, thus providing a framework for engineering 
enzymes in these systems (48).  

 
1.2.2.3. Other Unnatural Conditions 
 
 Recently a system for enzyme catalysis was developed using Deep Eutectic Solvents 
(DES), a mixture of a salt and a hydrogen bond donor (49, 50). Typical DES mixtures include 
choline chloride and urea or ethylammonium chloride and glycerol. These solvents are similar to 
ionic liquids in their physical properties, low vapor pressure, and non-flammability, but unlike 
ionic liquids, the components are not completely ionized. DES can be prepared from a simple 
mixture of two components, and are less complex and expensive than ILs. To date, only a limited 
number of enzymatic reactions have been reported in DES. One example transesterification 
reaction in a DES with several different lipases gave  initial reaction rates and conversions 
similar to the reactions in toluene (50).  

As an interesting alternative to using proteins in ionic liquids, ionic protein-polymer 
melts have recently been developed (51, 52). In this system, the protein is given a net positive 
charge by conjugation with a diamine, and then lyophilized from an anionic-PEG surfactant 
solution. The resulting complex melts after annealing at 50°C and remains a liquid upon cooling 
to room temperature (cooling down to -50°C caused re-solidification). For example, Perriman et 
al. prepared an ionic melt of myoglobin and demonstrated reversible binding of oxygen and 
carbon monoxide similar to the native protein (52). CD and UV-Vis spectroscopy indicated that 
the structure of the protein was not significantly perturbed in the protein melt. This system 
represents an extension of general enzyme-polymer encapsulation techniques, where the surface 
of the enzyme is modified to accept a functionalized polymer. This approach is often used to 
protect and stabilize enzymes in aqueous solutions or against organic solvents (53, 54).  
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Table 1-1 Key properties of enzymes discussed in Section 4. 
 

Class Enzyme 
Source 
organism(s) N/Ea Key properties or features Refs. 

Proteases Tk-1689 
Thermococcus 
kodakarensis N 

Topt 100°C, no bound Ca2+ 
ions 90 

 
Tk-subtilisin 

Thermococcus 
kodakarensis N 

Topt 90°C, seven bound Ca2+ 
ions 90 

 
subtilisin E Bacillus subtilis E 

activity increased 470-fold 
in 60% DMF 95-97 

   
E 

functionally converted to 
Thermitase 94 

 
B-17N-1 

Bacillus sp. 
17N-1 N 

remains active up to 70% 
acetonitrile and DMSO 98 

 

subtilisin 
BPN' 

Bacillus 
amyloliquefacie
ns N 

active in neat organic 
solvents 26 

 

alpha-
chymotrypsin Bos taurus N 

active in neat organic 
solvents 

42,10
1 

 

subtilisin 
Carlsberg 

Bacillus 
licheniformis N 

active in neat organic 
solvents 99 

 
protease 

Bacillus 
licheniformis 
RSP-0937 N 

high transesterification 
activity in neat organic 
solvents 100 

 
PST-01 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa N 

isolated from organic 
solvent tolerant host 103 

   
E increased kcat ten-fold 105 

  

PT-121 Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 

N isolated from organic 
solvent tolerant host, higher 
peptide synthesis  activity 

108 

Esterases Est  
Pyrobaculum 
calidifontis VA1 N 

Topt 90°C, stable to >80% 
organic solvents 113 

 
AFEST 

Alicyclobacillus 
acidocaldarius N Topt 80°C 114 

 
esterase 

Sulfolobus 
solfataricus P1 N Topt 85°C 115 

 

Bovine 
Serium 
Albumin Bos taurus N 

exhibits esterase activity up 
to 150°C  116 

 

lipase B 
(CALB) 

Candida 
antarctica  E 

increased half-life 27-fold at 
70°C   117 

   
N 

more stable to ionic liquids 
than organic solvents 

128,1
29 

 
liapse A  Bacillus subtilis E increased half-life >100-fold 124 
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in 50% organic solvents 

 
    E 

increased half-life ~450-fold 
at 55°C   118 

 
    E 

increased half-life 270-fold 
at 55°C   119 

 

ρ-nitrobenzyl 
esterase'  Bacillus subtilis E 

increased Tm 14°C and Topt 
10°C 120 

 

Lipase LST-
03 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa E 

increased half-life ~10-fold 
in 25% organic solvents 121 

  lipase (PCL) 
Pseudomonas 
cepacia  N see Table 5 127 

Cellulases 11113132 Humicola 
insolens, 
Chaetomium 
thermophilum, 
Hypocrea 
jecorina b 

E increased half-life >30-fold 
at 65°C 

136,1
37 

 

PA68 Reticulitermes 
speratus, 
Nasutitermes 
takasagoensis, 
Coptotermes 
formosanus, C. 
acinaciformisb 

E increased Topt 10°C  138 

 

WT–ChBD2 Pyrococcus 
horikoshii, 
Pyrococcus 
furiosus 

E increased activity ~2-fold at 
50°C 

139 

 

cellulase 
mixture 

Trichoderma 
reesei N 

most common commercially 
available cellulases 

145,1
46 

 

EBI-244 Ignisphaera-
like speciesc  

N Topt 109°C, Tm 113°C, most 
thermophilic cellulase 
reported  

147 

 
CelA10 

Cellvibrio 
japonicusd N active up to 30% IL 148 

   
E 

activity increased ~3-fold in 
30% IL  148 

  cellulase 
Thermatoga 
maritime N 

retains 40% activity in 20% 
IL 149 

a N/E: natural or engineered enzyme 
   b  the final enzyme was shuffled from these 

sources 
   c 16s rRNA accession number JF509453 
   d  83% similarity with cel5B sequence 
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1.3. Structural Properties of Extremophilic Proteins  
 
 Structural differences between proteins from extremophiles and mesophiles are often 
subtle. This is not surprising given that the same amino acids and intramolecular forces are used 
in constructing proteins no matter what environment an organism lives in. A precise balance of 
hydrophobic, electrostatic, and covalent interactions must be maintained for an enzyme to remain 
active under extreme conditions. In addition to maintaining stability, an enzyme must also retain 
its active conformation, remain flexible enough to bind substrates and co-factors, and carry out 
its designated function. Hence, even though an enzyme may survive exposure to harsh 
conditions, it may exhibit little or no activity under those conditions. This distinction is important 
in industrial applications where the operating conditions may vary; the conditions must enable 
the enzyme to remain active enough to meet the process requirements, yet not exceed the upper 
limit of the enzyme’s stability. Here, we briefly describe how molecular interactions differ 
between extremophilic and mesophilic enzymes, and in some cases point out when stability and 
activity are enhanced or hindered. A more thorough discussion of biophysical characteristics is 
beyond the scope of this review and has been presented elsewhere (55–59).  
 
1.3.1. Hydrophobic Interactions 
 
 Enzymes from thermophiles often have an increased number of hydrophobic residues, 
which results in a tighter packing of the core and reduced overall size of the protein (57). In an 
analysis comparing extremophilic and mesophilic proteins that were homologous and had solved 
crystal structures, 26 out of 35 thermophilic/ hypertheromphilic enzymes had an increase in 
hydrophobic interactions at the oligomer subunit interface in comparison to their mesophilic 
counterparts. (60). In addition, the amino acid composition at the interface had more Phe and Ile 
residues and decreased numbers of Cys, Thr, and Asn (60, 61). This increase in hydrophobic 
interactions at the interface is thought to contribute to stability by tightening the entire quaternary 
structure (62).  

Substitution of non-polar amino acids for polar residues can contribute to increased 
hydrophobicity. Thermophiles tend to decrease the amount of uncharged polar residues encoded 
in their genomes and favor non-polar amino acids compared to mesophiles (57, 61, 63–65). 
Reduced usage of uncharged polar residues prevents deamidation of Asn and Gln by Ser and Thr 
that can occur at high temperatures (57, 61, 65, 66). In a genome comparison of 12 thermophiles 
and 6 mesophiles, the amounts of Val and Ile were statistically increased in thermophiles (66). In 
addition, a modeling study of the proteome of monomeric proteins from several thermophiles 
corroborated these observations showing a positive correlation between the number of 
hydrophobic residues and growth temperature of the organism from which the proteome was 
derived (67).  

Increasing the number of aromatic side chains can also enhance stability in thermophilic 
enzymes through stacking interactions and by increasing the hydrophobicity of the core (57, 61, 
68). Mutational analysis of the aromatic cluster within the isocitrate dehydrogenase from 
Thermotoga maritime revealed a decrease in stability, underscoring the importance of aromatic 
residues in maintaining stability (69). This trend may have similar stabilizing effects on 
psychrophilic enzymes, as demonstrated by a large aromatic cluster within the isocitrate 
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dehydrogenase from Desulfotalea psychrophila (68). However, mutational analysis of this 
enzyme and other psychrophiles is needed to confirm this trend.  
 In contrast to thermophiles, psychrophilic and alkaliphilic enzymes tend to increase the 
number of polar residues and reduce the number of hydrophobic residues, leading to an increase 
in hydrophilicity (57, 63, 70). For example, psychrophilic serine hydroxymethyltransferases 
contain more polar residues in the core, which prohibits the formation of stabilizing secondary 
structures and increases the backbone flexibility (71). In addition, the surface of this protein is 
more negatively charged allowing for the development of stabilizing solvent interactions (71). In 
general, a decrease in hydrophobic residues in psychrophilic enzymes allows for more protein 
movement in cold temperature environments that tend to rigidify proteins.  
 
1.3.2. Electrostatic Interactions 
 
 Ion pairs or salt bridges are electrostatic interactions between positively and negatively 
charged side chains and are an important stabilizing factor for many extremophilic proteins. The 
primary sequences of thermophilic and psychrophilic proteins tend to have an increased number 
of charged residues that can be involved in ion pairs (55, 57). Hyperthermophilic proteins have 
increased numbers of Lys and Glu residues and tend to increase the number of Arg and Glu 
residues at subunit interfaces (60, 67). Several thermophilic proteins not only have increased 
numbers of positively charged residues in their interior, but also on the solvent-exposed surface 
(61, 67). A charged surface has the ability to interact with the solvent, usually water, and 
provides stability on the surface while charged residues internally can contribute more to ion 
pairs and hydrogen bonding and stabilize the protein as a whole (61, 67).  

In addition to salt bridges, hydrogen bonds can affect the stability of an enzyme under a 
given condition. An increased number of hydrogen bonds can enhance thermostability and has 
shown to contribute to alkaline adaptation (70, 72–78). Inter-and intramolecular hydrogen bond 
networks can contribute to the rigidity of the protein and are critical for proper secondary 
structure formation (74–76). Maintaining rigidity is especially important at high temperatures, 
where protein motion can occur more freely and can promote denaturation and unfolding. 
Charged-neutral hydrogen bonds may be more favorable than ion-pairs to stabilize thermophilic 
proteins due to a lower desolvation penalty upon burying within the protein (79). A well-formed 
hydrogen bond network can result in a more compact protein that should be more stable at higher 
temperatures. Conversely, the number of hydrogen bonds generally decreases in psychrophilic 
enzymes, potentially due to the need to maintain flexibility in a cold environment (80, 81). An 
exception to this trend was revealed by a study conducted on cold-adapted metalloproteases, 
which found that the psychrophilic enzymes had as many hydrogen bonds as their mesophilic 
counterparts and that the persistence of hydrogen bonds within the dynamic structure of the 
psychrophilic proteins contributed greatly to the protein’s flexibility (82). In this case, the 
authors suggested that hydrogen bonding within psychrophilic metalloproteases has been 
optimized to allow for flexibility.  

 
3.3. Covalent Interactions 
 
 Disulfide bond formation is another important determinant of  protein stability. Disulfide 
bonds increase the kinetic stability of a protein by increasing the activation energy barrier of 
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unfolding (83). Disulfide bonds can also enhance thermodynamic stability by decreasing the 
entropy of the unfolded state (84). Previously it was believed that the reducing environment 
within the cytosol inhibited disulfide bond formation and that extremophilic proteins use few 
cysteine residues which may be prone to oxidative degradation in the harsh environments where 
extremophiles thrive (83, 85). However, two recent reviews indicate that thermophiles use 
disulfide bonds to stabilize their proteins (83, 85). In 9 of the 25 archaeal and bacterial 
hyperthermophilic genomes analyzed, more than 10% of their intracellular cysteine residues 
were predicted to be involved in a disulfide bond (85).  

A study of proteins from the hyperthermophile Pyrobaculum aerophilum indicated that 
disulfide bonds were widespread in whole cell lysates, and 2-D gel electrophoresis identified 16 
different proteins containing disulfide bonds (86). The citrate synthase from P. aerophilum 
contains intramolecular disulfide bonds between cysteine residues on the same subunit, 
contributing to protein catenation and rendering the protein chains inseparable even under 
denaturing conditions. Incubation of the enzyme S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase from the 
hyperthermophile Pyrococcus furiosus at 80

o
C in 0.8 M dithiothreitol for one hour resulted in a 

63% loss of activity, indicating that the Cys residues within this enzyme may be involved in 
disulfide linkages (87). Similar results were found in a study of purine-specific ribonucleoside 
hydrolase from the thermoacidophile Sulfolobus solfataricus, further indication that disulfide 
bonds may be an important structural mechanism for enzyme stability at high temperatures (88, 
89). Interestingly, disruption of the disulfide bonds of the psychrophilic α-amylase from 
Pseudoaltermonas haloplanktis by β-mercaptoethanol reduced activity more than stability (84).  

 
1.4. Enzymes that Function under Extreme Conditions  

 A vast diversity of enzymes has been found in extremophiles, and many different 
enzymes have been the subjects of protein engineering. For the purposes of this chapter, we will 
focus on a relatively small subset of representative enzymes of longstanding interest to industry: 
proteases, carboxylic acid hydrolases (lipases), and cellulases.  Table 1-2 provides a list of the 
enzymes discussed, along with a description of the key features of each protein.  Notably absent 
from this list are any enzymes that require coenzymes (e.g., NAD(H) or ATP), which impose 
their own stability limits in addition to those of the enzymes. 
 
1.4.1. Proteases 
 
 Proteases that are active at high temperature and in alkaline conditions are often used for 
peptide degradation and simple acid/base catalysis. The largest industrial use of alkaliphilic 
proteases is in laundry detergents, where they can be included as additives to help break down 
protein stains. In addition, proteases can also be used to construct peptides in non-natural 
conditions, such as in organic solvents. Because proteases have evolved specifically to bind 
peptides, they can also be used as catalysts for targeted modification of biomolecules.  
 Several proteases tolerant to high temperatures have been identified with folds similar to 
the subtilisin family. Three natural subtilisin-like hyperthermophilic proteases, Tk-0076, Tk-
1689 (also referred to as Tk-SP), and Tk-subtilisin, from the archaeon Thermococcus 
kodakaraensis have been identified, partially characterized, and recombinantly expressed. Both 
Tk-1689 and Tk-subtilisin are stable to the presence of surfactants (5-10%) and chaotropic salts,  
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and have a Topt of 80 and 90°C, respectively (90). These proteases have comparable activity to 
mesophilic subtilisins, such as Subtilisin E, at room temperature, but have ∼30-fold higher kcat  
values at 80°C. Both of these hyperthermophilic subtilisins are distinct from bacterial subtilisins, 
which typically bind one or two Ca2+ ions (91). Tk-subtilisin binds seven Ca2+ ions in the mature  
catalytic domain, and Tk-1689 has no calcium binding sites in the catalytic domain (but contains 
a separate β-jelly roll domain that binds two Ca2+ ions) (92, 93).  

Mesophilic subtilisin E has been used as a scaffold for engineering protein function under 
extreme conditions. Rational design was used to make eight site-directed mutations to 
functionally convert subtilisin E into the more thermophilic subtilisin, Thermitase (94). In 
addition to engineering for high temperature activity, subtilisin E has been engineered to function 
in dimethylformamide (DMF) (95–97). Several rounds of mutagenesis and screening produced a 
12-mutation variant that was 470-fold more active than the wild-type in 60% DMF (85). Figure 
1-3(a) shows that the activities of wild-type and engineered subtilisin E decrease monotonically 
as the amount of DMF increases. The molecular basis for the benefit of the random mutations is 
currently being investigated in our group (Chapters 2 & 3). In contrast to subtilisin E, a halo-
alkaliphilic protease isolated from Bacillus sp. 17N-1, protease-B-17N-1, remains active in 90% 
DMSO and 80% acetonitrile (98). Figure 1-3(b) shows the change in kcat/KM values for the 
protease-B-17N-1 as the amount of acetonitrile increases.  

In neat organic solvents, many proteases are utilized to catalyze transesterification 
reactions in place of hydrolysis. The commercially available proteases, subtilisin BPN’ (99), α-
chymotrypsin (42), and subtilisin Carlsberg (26) catalyze the transesterification of N-acetyl-L-
phenylalanine ethyl ester (APEE) with 1-propanol in organic solvents. Table 1-3 shows the 
activity for the APEE reaction of these commercially available mesophilic enzymes in different 
organic solvent preparations. The most active preparation of the mesophilic enzymes is a soluble 
preparation where enzyme monomers are ion-paired and extracted into an organic phase with a 
small amount of surfactant (42). In comparison to commercially available, mesophilic enzymes, 
the protease from the thermophilic bacterium Bacillus licheniformis RSP-0937 catalyzes the 
same reaction in non-polar organic solvents at least 100-fold faster (100). The APEE 
transesterification reaction shows similar initial velocities throughout the range of water 
activities in both organic solvents and ionic liquids (101). Protein engineering has yet to be 
applied in these systems, due to the difficulty of screening mutant libraries.  
 Proteases can also be used in a variety of aqueous/organic solvent mixtures for peptide 
synthesis. The type of protease used, and the type and concentration of (co-) solvent have the 
largest effect on activity and conversion in these systems. Proteases and other enzymes with 
increased tolerance to organic solvents have been identified from organisms that live in organic 
solvent-contaminated environments (102). The protease PST-01, from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
was one of the first reported solvent-tolerant proteases and can be overproduced from the native 
host to ~80 mg per liter of culture (103). The wild type protease is stable to many polar organic 
solvents, but its peptide synthesis rate is low (104). However, the activity (kcat) was improved 10-
fold by a single amino acid mutation of Y114S, chosen by comparison to a homologous 
thermophilic metalloprotease, Thermolysin (105). Interestingly, PST-01 was 50-fold faster in the 
synthesis of Cbz-Arg-Leu-NH2 than Cbz-Asp-Phe-OMe (an aspartame precursor), indicating that 
the substrate amino acid composition also significantly affects enzyme activity. In addition, 
protease PST-01 has been shown to retain activity longer in organic solvents than several other 
proteases, but kinetic parameters in the presence of organic solvents have not been reported (103,  
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Figure 1-3 Activity trends of engineered and natural extreme proteases.  (a) Engineered 
subtilisin E retains activity in the presence of organic solvents better than wild-type enzyme; (b) 
Protease B-17N-1 retains activity in solutions of greater than 70% acetonitrile; () KM () 
kcat/KM () kcat., Panel b taken from (98)  
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106, 107). The protease from another P. aeruginosa strain, PT-121, exhibits similar stability as 
PST-01 with an aspartame precursor synthesis rate 4500-fold faster than the best PST-01 mutant 
(108).  
 
 
Table 1-3 Protease activities in organic solvents for transesterification of APEE and 1-propanol 

Enzyme Preparation Solvent 
kcat/KM 
(M-1s-1) Ref. 

B. lichenifornis RSP-09-37 protease Suspended Isooctane 230000 (100) 
Subtilisin BPN’   Solublized   Octane  370 (99) 
  Suspended   Octane  0.6 (99) 
Chymotrypsin   Solubilized   Isooctane  3020 (42) 
   Suspended   Isooctane  1.26 (42) 
Subtilsin Carlsberg   Solubilized   Isooctane   230-1990  (26) 
   Suspended   Isooctane  0.092 (25) 

 
1.4.2. Carboxylic Ester Hydrolases 
 
 Lipases, or more generally carboxylic ester hydrolases, are among the most thoroughly 
studied and industrially important enzymes (109). They can perform nearly complete 
enantiomeric resolution of substrates containing hydroxyls, esters, carboxylic acids, and amines. 
In addition, lipases can transesterify triglycerides in a potentially less toxic process as compared 
to the use of strong base catalysts. Lipases used in pure (solvent-free) oils can perform 
transesterifications for biofuel production, which has been recently reviewed (110,111).  

Thermo- and hyperthermophilic ester hydrolases have been identified from various 
microorganisms. Several have been thoroughly characterized against canonical esterase 
substrates. The properties of hyperthermophilic carboxylic ester hydrolases have recently been 
reviewed (112). Three of the hyperthermophilic esterases described have similarly characterized 
kinetics and high esterase activity at high temperature (Topt of 80 – 90°C) (113-115). These same 
three esterases were successfully cloned into E. coli for recombinant expression, achieving yields 
ranging from 0.6 to 17 mg per liter of culture.  
 Bovine serium albumin (BSA), although not a formal ester hydrolase, exhibits esterase 
activity above 60°C and up to 160°C (116). For activity at 150°C, 25 mM sodium dodecyl 
sulfate (SDS) was required to prevent aggregation, indicating that the active species may be 
partially denatured or unstructured. BSA exhibited esterase activity but not lipase activity as the 
enzyme did not hydrolyze triglycerides.  

An additional esterase from Pyrobaculum calidifontis VA1 shows high stability to 
organic solvents, but its activity is severely reduced (47–99% lower) in the presence of misicible 
organic solvents, as shown in Table 1-4 (113). This enzyme illustrates the point made earlier 
with regard to enzyme activity and stability under extreme conditions. While an enzyme may be 
stable to high temperature or solvent incubation, the enzyme may not be active under the same 
conditions. This distinction is important in cases where the enzyme is required to function, as 
opposed to only withstand its exposure, in the extreme environment.  
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In addition to naturally thermostable esterases, the thermostability of mesophilic esterases 
has been increased using a variety of mutagenesis techniques. Two point mutations to Candida 
antarctica lipase B (CALB), found through directed evolution, increased the half-life at 70°C 
from 8 minutes to ~220 minutes (117). These two mutations also increased the activity at room 
temperature, but the effects on activity at higher temperatures were not reported (117). Several 
rounds of saturation mutagenesis of lipase A from Bacillus subtilis, based on crystal structure B-
factors, increased the half-life at 55°C from <2 minutes to >900 minutes (118). In 
complementary work, error-prone PCR and site-directed mutagenesis of Lipase A were used in 
combination to increase the half-life at 55°C 270-fold while maintaining wild-type catalytic 
activity (119). In another example of engineering, the melting temperature of the ρ-nitrobenzyl 
esterase from B. subtilis was increased 14°C and the Topt increased by 10°C using error-prone 
PCR and DNA shuffling (120). While the specific activity of the enzyme initially decreased with 
an increase in the Topt, further rounds of mutagenesis increased both the activity and the Topt. 
Error-prone PCR, site-directed mutagenesis, and DNA shuffling are all highly useful protein 
engineering techniques that have led to an improvement in the function of esterases at high 
temperatures.  

 
 

Table 1-4 Stability toward inactivation and relative activity in organic solvents of the 
hyperthermophilic esterase from P. calidifontis. 
 

Organic Solvent  % Residual Activity1 % Aqueous Activity2 
Methanol  89 14 
Ethanol  103 2.5 
Isopropanol  94 1.0 
Acetonitrile  116 2.9 
Dimethyl Sulfoxide  90 53 
Dimethyl Formamide  96 7.3 

 Table adapted from (113) 
 1 As compared to aqueous incubation, after 1 hr incubation in 80% solvent at 30°C 
 2 In 50% solvent 
 

As a comparison, the reported activities (kcat) of each of the esterases described above are 
shown in Figure 1-4. The activity (Figure 1-4(a)) and stability (Figure 1-4(b)) of each enzyme 
is plotted at the reported temperature. An enzyme activity for laboratory scale organic synthesis 
of 0.1 mole of product would require a minimum kcat value of about 1 s-1 (depending on the KM 
value and the molecular mass of the enzyme). This value is also represented by the horizontal 
line in Figure 1-4(a). As seen in the figure, both engineered and natural enzymes cover a large 
range in activity and stability even at high temperatures.  Figure 1-4(c) shows both the activity 
and the stability for each of the enzymes.  For these thermophilic esterases, natural enzymes 
appear to exhibit higher stability and/or activity than engineered enzymes.   

Native enzymes from organic solvent tolerant microorganisms may have already evolved 
through natural selection for increased stability to solvents. For example, Lipase LST-03, 
isolated from the solvent tolerant bacterium P. aeruginosa, is stable in the presence of 25% 
organic solvents at 30°C. Directed evolution was used to further stabilize the lipase 3–10 fold  
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Figure 1-4 Activity and stability of natural and engineered thermophilic esterases.  Circles 
correspond to natural enzymes, squares correspond to engineered enzymes, and the color is 
scaled by turnover number. (a) Log of activity versus temperature (b) Log of stability versus 
temperature (c) Log of activity versus Log of stability; size is scaled by temperature in degrees 
Centigrade.  
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 (121). Lipase LST-03 was successfully cloned into E. coli for recombinant expression; however, 
the stability and activity decreased above 40°C even without organic solvents (122). Stability to 
higher concentrations of organic solvents appears low, as activity assays for LST-03 are  
reportedly terminated by addition of 40-66% (v/v) acetone causing precipitation of the enzyme 
(122, 123). In contrast, lipase A (whose thermostability was increased by B-factor saturation 
mutagenesis) also exhibited increased stability to organic solvents (124).  

Natural and recombinant esterases and lipases are used in organic solvents to resolve 
chiral alcohols and carboxylic acids for organic synthesis. The (trans)esterification of chiral 
alcohols, carboxylic acids, and esters in anhydrous organic solvents has been reported for several 
decades (125). Highly selective resolution can be achieved by either achiral synthesis or dynamic 
kinetic resolution (126). In organic solvents esterases can interact with previously unfavorable 
substrates, opening the possibility of new reactivities. The activity of Pseudomonas cepacia 
lipase (PCL) correlates well with both the polarity of organic solvents, and the polarity of ionic 
liquids (127). Figure 1-5 shows the activity of PCL as a function of the polarity for both organic 
solvents and ionic liquids.  
	   Lipases function similarly in ILs as in organic solvents, but with an observed general 
increase in stability. For example, free or immobilized CALB is slightly more active and stable 
in imidizolium-based ionic liquids compared to organic solvents (128,129). Interestingly, a lipase 
lyophilized from a room temperature IL solution exhibited increased activity and stability in 
organic solvents compared to both suspended or salt-activated organic preparations. Yet, similar 
to organic solvents, specific interactions of the solvent with the enzyme ultimately dominate the 
stability or activity of the enzyme (130). The unique solubilization properties of ionic liquids 
used in conjunction with organic solvents can increase the reaction yield of polar sugars and 
nonpolar fatty acid esters (131).  
 
1.4.3. Cellulases 
 
 Research in biofuels production has recently re-focused on using cellulases for the 
enzymatic hydrolysis of lignocellulosic plant materials. One of the main challenges with using 
these enzymes is low activity against solid substrates at lower temperatures. Cellulase activity is 
highly dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the substrate; therefore, caution 
must be used when making comparisons between reported activities. Increasing the specific 
activity of cellulases is essential to reduce the time and amount of enzyme required to convert 
lignocellulose into fermentable sugars, and in turn drive down costs and make biofuel production 
more economically viable (132).  

The desire to find or engineer cellulases suitable for high temperatures stems from the 
reduced risk of contamination and the possibility of faster reaction rates afforded by higher 
process temperatures. As cellulose is degraded and glucose is produced, the risk of 
contamination by environmental microbes increases. Performing the reaction at a temperature 
around 65°C would greatly reduce or eliminate growth of common environmental contaminants. 
Thermophilic cellulases have been isolated from archaea, bacteria, and even fungi; however, 
there is evidence that the preferred substrates for extremophilic cellulases may be different from 
industrially relevant substrates (133, 134). For example, a thermophilic fungal endoglucanase 
from Talaromyces emersonii shows almost no activity on microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel) or 
CMC (135).  
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FIGURE 1-5 Lipase PCL activity as a function of polarity for both organic solvents and ionic 
liquids.  In organic solvents, enzyme activity decreases with increasing polarity, while in ionic 
liquids enzyme activity increases with increasing polarity. Taken from (127). 
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Several protein engineering methods have been applied to increase the thermostability 

and thermoactivity of mesophilic cellulases in anticipation of higher process temperatures for 
biofuel production. For example, three fungal cellulases were shuffled using SCHEMA, a 
method of homologous protein shuffling, resulting in a 33-fold increase in the half-life at 63°C 
while maintaining activity within the range of the parent enzymes (136). In further work, Arnold 
and co-workers identified a single point mutation responsible for most of the increased 
thermostability and were thus able to increase both Topt and the specific activity relative to the 
parent enzymes (137). Family shuffling of four termite cellulase genes increased the Topt from 45 
to 55°C, but did not improve activity on crystalline cellulose (138). Taking another engineering 
approach, Kang et al. fused a chitin-binding domain to a hyperthermophilic endoglucanase from 
Pyrococcus horikoshii, doubling its activity at 85°C towards Avicel (139). Guidelines for 
engineering cellulases for specific conditions can also be developed from metagenomic analyses 
of biomass-degrading organisms that populate unique environments (140). 

Performing cellulose hydrolysis in the presence of ionic liquids would exploit the unique 
ability of ILs to dissolve lignocellulose, and could also serve to inhibit growth of 
microorganisms in a manner similar to organic solvents (141). The solubility of glucose in ionic 
liquids is similar to traditional organic solvents [with the exception of high solubility with 
dicyanamine anions (142)], but the advantage of ILs lies in the efficient disruption and 
dissolution of crystalline biomass. Pretreatment of cellulose with ILs has also been shown to 
increase cellulase binding to cellulose (143) and greatly enhance the rate of conversion to 
glucose (144). However, the hydrolysis activity and stability of Trichoderma reesei cellulases 
decrease with increasing concentration of ILs (145, 146), and a practical process for biomass 
degradation in the presence of ILs has yet to be developed.  

Bioprospecting has recently uncovered cellulases with promising activity and stability in 
ILs, and protein engineering has been used to increase the activity of cellulases in the presence of 
ILs. Bioprospecting in thermal pools lead to the discovery of the most hyperthermophilic 
cellulase to date from a previously uncharacterized archaeal species. The isolated cellulase, 
designated EBI-244, has a Topt of 109°C and a Tm of 113°C (147). Interestingly, EBI-244 
exhibits increased activity in 50% [MMIM][DMP] below 74°C. The structure of EBI-244 has 
not been determined, but the catalytic domain displays homology to the glycosyl hydrolase 
family 5 (GH5). Two other independent studies of cellulases annotated as members of the GH5 
family have also shown resistance to inactivation in ILs. Pottkamper et al. used metagenomic 
libraries created from temperate soil and aquatic samples to screened for cellulose activity in the 
presence of several ILs (148). The most active variant showed high similarity (83%) and identity 
(74%) with an endoglucanase from Cellvibrio japonicas. In another study, two cellulases from 
hyperthermophiles (Topt >80°C) were cloned and screened for activity in the presence of ILs 
(149). The most active enzyme retained 40% of its aqueous activity in 20% v/v IL, with a 
mesophilic control enzyme losing all activity in 10% v/v IL. However, the specific activity of the 
best enzyme identified in this metagenomic study is approximately 100-fold lower than the 
activity of the hyperthermophilic cellulase from Thermatoga maritime even after one round of 
mutagenesis.  Figure 1-6 shows a structural comparison of the loop regions of T. maritime 
cellulase with a homologous mesophilic cellulase.   
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FIGURE 1-6 Comparison of GH5 cellulases from T. maritime (yellow) and C. cellulolyticum 
(green). The crystal structures show smaller loop regions connecting secondary structural 
elements in the thermophilic cellulase, as has been generally observed for thermophilic proteins 
(155,156).  These smaller loop regions may lead to less destabilizing interactions with ionic 
liquids (or high temperature water) and a higher stability in mixed solvents.  Insets show specific 
loop comparisons.  
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1.5 Conclusions and Future Prospects 

 Clearly, both bioprospecting and protein engineering are useful as a source of 
extremophilic enzymes, and the two strategies are complementary in many respects. Advocating 
one method over the other depends on whether the primary interest lies in understanding the 
design rules of Nature or in finding the most expedient solution to the problem at hand. Nature 
has already solved the problem of function in extreme conditions for a host of natural 
environments relevant to industrial applications; however, the effort required to find an organism 
that has the right enzyme for the job can be much greater than the effort required to engineer the 
wrong enzyme into the right enzyme. Important considerations include whether a suitable 
host/enzyme combination is readily available, whether an adequate functional screen is at hand, 
and whether Nature already supports life under the extreme conditions of the industrial process. 
Much current research is focused on bridging the knowledge gap between how naturally evolved 
enzymes function under extreme conditions and how protein engineering can be used to 
transform mesophilic enzymes into more robust analogs. These efforts will greatly benefit from 
ongoing research directed toward a better understanding of the requirements for consistent and 
high-level expression of recombinant proteins. As our understanding of protein function in 
extreme environments improves, so will our ability to engineer proteins that can perform 
increasingly complex reactions under increasingly challenging conditions. In the meantime, 
laboratory evolution methods continue to improve, and provide a very practical, albeit empirical, 
bridge to the knowledge gap.  

Looking forward, another exciting development in engineering enzymes for extreme 
conditions is the use of computational design methods to invent enzymes with completely new 
structures and functions. Advances in computational methods and computing power over the past 
few decades have begun to make this possible. In the past decade, protein structure and enzyme 
function not seen in nature have been designed de novo and expressed in bacterial hosts (150–
152). Short of designing whole proteins, computer modeling of active-site structures and of 
small-molecule or macromolecular interactions will also improve our understanding of how 
extreme conditions affect enzyme catalysis (153, 154). These smaller design problems can 
contribute piecewise to the development of larger computational models of extremophilic 
enzymes. The combination of bioprospecting, protein engineering, and de novo design is creating 
unprecedented opportunities for utilizing enzymes in extreme environments of both natural and 
unnatural origin, and is advancing the field along a path of development where designing 
proteins for stability and activity under seemingly impossible conditions may someday become a 
reality.  
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Chapter 2 
 

Residue Specific Effects of Solvent Changes on Subtilisin E Structure and 
Function 

 
2.1 Abstract 
 
 Decades of protein studies have used mutagenesis to alter enzyme function and 
rationalize the mechanism of change with respect to the amino acid property changes.  In the 
cases of bulk solvent changes, the exact effect on the enzyme and reason for each change can be 
more difficult to decipher.  We have used 1H-15N NMR titration experiments on Subtilisin E for 
several altered solvent conditions to identify sub-molecular effects.  Chemical shift and peak 
intensities were monitored as a function of temperature, dimethyl formamide (DMF) 
concentration and guamidinium HCl (GdmCl) concentration.  The results reveal that the effects 
on the enzyme are specific to each perturbation, consistent with unique sites identified by 
previous mutagenesis results.  With the addition of 20% DMF, the most affected residues co-
localize with previously reported mutation sites found from screening in DMF.  Temperature 
effects were observed as chemical shift perturbations in secondary structural elements.  
Guanidinum HCl addition deceased the intensity of residues from 156-179, also coincidental 
with a previous beneficial mutation site.  Across all three changes, the decrease in the ability of 
the enzyme to bind its substrate correlates with increasing perturbations in the binding cleft.  The 
NMR analysis presented here has the ability to elucidate the mechanism for the mutation benefits 
and the potential to predict locations where mutagenesis may be most fruitful.  
 
2.2 Introduction 
 
 Enzyme function under non-optimal or non-native conditions is often critical for its in 
vitro application.  The optimal condition of an enzyme has necessarily co-evolved with the suite 
of proteins present in the direct environment of its native host.  This linkage with the host and the 
common transfer of genes between organisms has allowed altering of enzyme function through 
evolution with the host organism (1).  This co-evolution is the impetus for bio-prospecting in 
extreme environments to identify enzymes that can be utilized under harsh in vitro conditions 
(2).  While natural evolution has produced enzymes with similar function over a large range of 
optimal conditions, we are limited both by the natural extent of hospitable environments and our 
ability to actually identify and isolate superior enzyme variants.  Moreover, moderate or severe 
changes in the reaction conditions such as salt concentration, temperature, or organic co-solvent 
can render even extremophilic enzymes unusable. 
 Understanding how any of these factors affect enzyme function would allow for tailoring 
of any enzyme for desired reaction conditions but remains generally unexplored due to the 
complexity of the task and lack of a molecular level read-out.  Protein engineering is one route to 
explore the effects of external factors on the single amino acid level.  For example, by randomly 
mutating a target protein, individual sites that will affect the function of a protein under the 
screening conditions can be identified.  Subsequent recombination of individual improved 
mutants can amplify the benefits of individual substitutions and yield superadditive 
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enhancements.  The large subtilisin family of proteins has been an industrial workhorse and 
valuable tool for rational design of proteins since the development of protein engineering 
techniques, often serving as the model for development of protein engineering techniques (3,4). 
 In contrast, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) provides a non-invasive route to sub-
molecular level information.  Chemical shift information from 1H, 15N, and 13C backbone and 
side-chain atoms provides enough information to determine the tertiary structure of moderately 
sized proteins.  The chemical shift (δ, ppm) of the 1H-15N backbone amide cross-peaks is 
sensitive enough to the local electronic environment to produce unique spectra even for 
homologous proteins.  One of the simplest two-dimensional experiments, heteronuclear single 
quantum coherence (HSQC), detects all the proton-nitrogen bonded pairs in the protein, 
providing a clear picture for each of the backbone amides.  HSQC-based techniques have already 
been used to identify drug binding sites, side chain ionization, and conformation changes (5-7).  
The effects on the protein we observe are not similar to drug binding.  NMR titration 
experiments can be used to track binding and provide a dynamic picture of the protein.   
 Several research groups have engineered a model protease, Subitlisin E, to function better 
under stressful conditions of organic solvents, high temperature, or denaturants (8-12).  The first 
of these reports is a series papers from the Arnold laboratory, in which they successively mutated 
Subtilisin E to be more active in increasing concentrations of dimethyl formamide (DMF) (8-10).  
A second, separate study from the same group described the evolution of Subtilisin E to a more 
thermostable variant by gradually increasing the temperature in each screening round (11).  
Lastly, a more recent study by the Schwanberg group evolved Subtilisin E to be more tolerant to 
the two chemical denaturants, guanidinium HCl (GdmCl) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (12).  All 
three studies used error prone PCR to identify unique mutation sites that ultimately increased 
catalytic function of Subtilisin E in the respective condition. 
 In this work we compare new NMR data of Subtilisin E at high temperature, in up to 20% 
DMF and 1 M GdmCl retrospectively with previously reported protein engineering results.  
Additionally we are also able to compare NMR data with molecular dynamic simulations for 
each of the previously identified systems.  Lastly, we correlate kinetic properties of the enzyme 
with NMR observed changes across systems.  We propose that these routine NMR techniques 
may be capable of illuminating the specific sites on the enzyme that are affected by a change in 
solvent conditions, focus or reduce protein engineering library size, and provide a mechanistic 
basis for the mutational benefits. 
 
2.3 Materials and Methods 
 
All chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. 
 
2.3.1 Subtilsin E Cloning and Expression 
 
 The Subtilisin E gene was cloned by PCR from the genomic DNA of Bacillus subtilis 
168 (BGSC 1A1).  Forward and reverse primers were designed to incorporate restriction sites 
BamHI on the 5' end (5’-GCACTGAGTGGCGGATCCATGA GAAGCAAAAAATTGTGGAT 
CAGCTTGTTGTTTGCGT-3’) and XmaI on the 3' end including a (His)6 tag (indicated in bold) 
(5’-CGCCAGGCTCCCGGGTTAGTGGTGATGGTGATGGTGTTGTGCAGCTGCTTGTA 
CGTTGAT-3’).  The linear gene fragment was digested with the respective restriction enzymes 
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and ligated into the Bacillus/ Escherichia coli shuttle vector pHT43 (MoBioTec) and 
transformed into Top10 E. coli cells for plasmid replication.  The plasmid was subsequently 
recovered from the E. coli using commercial DNA extraction kit (Qiagen). 
 Bacillus subtilis strain 1S53 was made competent and transformed by electroporation 
using the reported procedures and pulsing parameters (12.5 kV/cm, 450 Ω, 25 µF) (13).  Cells 
were recovered in Luria Bertani (LB) Miller medium for one hour at 37°C before adding 
0.2ug/ml chloramphenicol (Cam), then after 30 minutes more  were plated on LB-agar 
containing 33 µg/mL Cam.  For protein expression, overnight cultures grown with 33 µg/mL 
Cam were diluted into 1 L cultures incubated at 37 °C in LB Miller media until late exponential 
phase, then pelleted and transferred to M9 media (12.8g/l Na2HPO4 7H2O, 3g/l KH2PO4, 0.5g/l 
NaCl, 1g/l NH4Cl, 2mM MgSO4, 100µM CaCl2, 1µM FeCl3, 6g/l glucose, 50mg/l thiamine, 
50mg/l niacin).  After a short recovery in the M9 media, the temperature was lowered to 30 °C 
and protein expression was induced with 1mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  
Protein samples for kinetic experiments were produced with M9 media containing natural-
abundance ammonium chloride, and samples for NMR experiments were produced with 
ammonium-15N (98%) chloride.  Subtilisin E was purified from culture supernatants using 2 – 5 
ml HisTrap FF (GE Healthcare) columns and the manufacture's recommended buffers. 
 
2.3.2 Subtilisin E Kinetics 
 
 All kinetic data was collected with His6-tag purified enzymes at a concentration around 
50 nM.  Kinetic measurements were performed with succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-paranitroanilide 
(sAAPFpNA) by monitoring the initial absorbance increase at 410nm (e = 9380 M-1cm-1) from 
the release of free paranitroaniline.  All reactions were perfomed in 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 
10mM CaCl2 with temperature control and the addition of DMF or GdmCl on a PerkinElmer 
Lambda 650 UV/Vis spectrophotometer.  Individual kinetic parameters were determined from 
linear regression of a transformed form of the Michaelis-Menten rate equation.  Protease active 
sites were quantified using N-transcinnamoyl imidazole (14) and absorbance at 280nm.  NTCI 
was synthesized from cinnamoyl chloride (1 eq.) and imidazole (2 eq.) at room temperature with 
stirring in THF.  After 20 minutes the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation and the crude 
solid was recrystallized from ethyl acetate.  A melting temperature of 133.0-134.2 °C was 
recorded, consistent with literature reports of a melting temperature of 133.0-133.5 °C (14). 
 
2.3.3 NMR Sample Preparation and Data Collection 
 
 All samples for NMR experiments were inhibited with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl 
fluoride (PMSF) before and after purification.  Purified samples were dialyzed against the NMR 
sample buffer (25 mM MES, pH 6.5, 10 mM CaCl2 ) for several hours with at least two buffer 
changes.  Samples were then concentrated by centrifugation in a 10-kDa MWCO Amincon Ultra 
spin filter.  Final NMR samples contained approximately 1 mM protein with 10% D2O and 
0.05% sodium azide in the NMR sample buffer.  
 Chemical shift assignments were confirmed by simple inspection and three unlabeling 
experiments (15).  The previously assigned and reported resonances were overlayed with the 
measured resonances to assign a fraction of the peaks (16).  To assign the remaining resonances, 
two samples were prepared with a mixture of three natural abundance amino acids: DTN and 
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ILV.  Unlabeled samples were prepared as described above for NMR samples with the addition 
of 1 g/L un-enriched amino acids.  Each of these cultures resulted in proteins strongly unlabeled 
at the respective amino acids.  Using this technique we were able to confirm the majority of the 
Subtilisin E assignments without the need for expensive 13C/15N doubly-labeled samples and 
long three-dimensional experiments. 
 1H(15N) Fast-HSQC experiments (17) were conducted on an 800MHz Bruker Avance 
spectrometer.  Spectra were collected with 1024 points in the F1 dimension and 256 points in the 
F2 dimension with 16-128 scans.  Titration data were collected by adding the appropriate amount 
of 100% d7-DMF or 5M Guanidinium HCl, or by changing the temperature set point.  
Temperature spectra were collected at 25, 32.5, 40, and 50 C for quantitative analysis.  DMF 
titration spectra were collected at 10 and 20% d7-DMF for quantitative analysis and up to 40% 
DMF for qualitative analysis.  Guanidinium HCl titration spectra were recorded at 250, 500, and 
1000mM GdmCl.  Higher concentrations of GdmCl were not attempted due to spectral noise 
around ~7.2ppm from amide groups on the Gdm ions (see Figure 2-1B).  NMR data were 
processed with NMRPipe and spectra were aligned and peak data was extracted using 
NMRViewJ (18,19).  Calculations of chemical shift perturbations (Δppm) and intensity changes 
(ΔI) were performed using Mathematica.  Chemical shift perturbations were calculated using 
Equation (1), and the intensity change was calculated using Equation (2).  To give a clear 
indication of an increase or decrease in peak intensity, the logarithm of the intensity change was 
used. 
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Figure 2-1A 1H-15N HSQC titration spectra of Subtilisin E with increasing concentrations of 

DMF 
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Figure 2-1B 1H-15N HSQC titration spectra of Subtilisin E with increasing concentrations of 

guanidinium HCl 
  

0 mM GmdCl 
250 mM GmdCl 
500mM GmdCl 
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Figure 2-1C 1H-15N HSQC titration spectra of Subtilisin E with increasing temperature 
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2.4 Results and Data 
 
2.4.1 Effects of Solvent Changes on Subtilisin E Kinetics 
 
 The effects of each of the solvent condition on the kinetic parameters for the sAAPFpNA 
hydrolysis reaction are shown in Table 1. The conditions studied probe two orthogonal effects 
on Subtilisin function.  With increasing temperature the turnover rate, kcat, of the enzyme 
increases, as expected from the Arrhenius effect, while both DMF and GdmCl decrease kcat as 
they are added to the reaction mixture.  For all three cases the Michaelis constant, KM, increases 
to varying degrees.   
 

Table 2-1 Kinetic parameters for Subtilisin E hydrolysis of 
Suc-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-paranitro aniline (SAAPFpNA) 

 
Reaction Condtions1 

 
kcat 
(s-1) 

KM 
(mM) 

kcat/KM 
(s-1mM-1) 

Buffer, 25 °C 10 0.34 37 
Buffer, 50 °C 37 0.97 38 

20% DMF 9 7.9 1.1 
1M GdmCl 6 1.5 4 

1all solutions contain 100 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0, 10 mM 
CaCl2 at 25 °C  (except for 50 °C sample) 

 
2.4.2 Chemical shift perturbations and intensity changes 
 
 The subtilisin family of proteins typically binds between one and three calcium ions, with 
some hyperthermophilic homologues binding up to seven (20,21).  Subtilsin E has two binding 
sites: a low affinity site that binds calcium at 30 mM and a high affinity site that binds calcium in 
the low nanomolar range (20).  Both bound and free solution calcium affect the stability of 
subtilisin (22).  In the studies referenced here, the calcium concentration ranged from 1mM to 
100mM .  We were able to confirm that the melting temperature of Subtilisin E increased with 
increasing solution calcium content unrelated to ionic strength.  We also found that calcium ions 
specifically influence the intensity of many of the amide cross peaks, independent of the solution 
ionic strength (data not shown).  We found that 10mM calcium was sufficiently stabilizing for 
NMR experiments while not potentially masking the effects of solvent changes.  
 The titration spectra for all three systems show well dispersed peaks.  The largest 
chemical shift change observed for any of the conditions tested is ~0.5 ppm [calculated using 
Eqn (1)].  Many of the peak trajectories for the thermal titration are toward ~8 ppm, the chemical 
shift expected for a random-coil polypeptide (Figure 2-1C).  The distributions of Δppm for both 
DMF and GdmCl titrations do not show a directional trajectory/correlation (Figure 2-1B,C).  
Histograms of the distribution of chemical shift perturbations and intensity changes for each of 
the solvent systems are shown in Figure 2-2.  The distributions of Δppm are not surprising 
considering each of the effects.  Temperature is a homogeneous parameter over the length scales 
probed by NMR, while both DMF and GdmCl are present at such low concentrations their 
effects are necessarily heterogeneous across the length scale of the protein.  These effects are  
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FIGURE 2-2 Histograms of the distributions of chemical shift perturbation and intensity change 
for each of the conditions studied. (A) Chemical shift perturbation and intensity change 
distribution for thermal titrations from 25 to 50 °C. (B) Chemical shift perturbation and intensity 
change distribution for dimethyl formamide titrations from 0 % to 20% DMF. (C) Chemical shift 
perturbation and intensity change distribution for guanidinium HCl titrations from 250 mM to 
1000 mM GdmCl.   
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then manifest in a near-normal distribution of Δppm for the thermal titration and exponential 
distributions for both the DMF and GdmCl titrations.  Intensity change distributions for all three 
cases are near normal distributions centered around zero.  Additionally, there is no correlation 
between Δppm and ΔI for any of the solvent conditions (Figure 2-3).  This lack of correlation 
supports our assertion that the chemical shift perturbation and intensity change are two 
independent properties of the protein we can identify for the HSQC experiments.  Under the 
three conditions tested, the sites affected do not overlap. 
 

 
FIGURE 2-3 Lack of correlations of chemical shift perturbation with intensity change for each 

of the solvent perturbation datasets. 
 
 
2.5 Discussion 
 
2.5.1 Chemical shift perturbation and intensity change profiles 
 
 HSQC based NMR spectra provide an experimental route to monitor changes to an entire 
protein backbone over a range of solvent conditions.  The inactivation of subtilisin is irreversible 
due to both autolysis and the need for a pro- domain peptide as a folding chaperon.  All of the 
changes monitored in our experiments were found to be reversible.  Therefore the NMR spectra 
are interpreted as representing perturbed but stable structures, not as interconverting folded and 
unfolded forms. 
 The mechanism of interaction between the solvent or small molecules and the protein is 
not known.  There are several modes of interaction that could produce similar effects on the 
backbone amide chemical shifts: direct interaction with the amide proton or nitrogen, changes in 
the backbone torsion angles, reorganization of the water molecules around the site or changes in 
the side chain placement around the amide bond. The interaction appears to not be qualitatively 
the same as ligand binding [or Structure-Activity Relationships (SAR) by NMR] (5).  Also, the 
effects on the spectra with changing DMF or GdmCl concentration are not the same as 
increasing temperature.  Instead of the effect of the solvent being localized to a specific site on 
the protein, where there is usually a perturbation of many proximal residues, the effects are 
distributed throughout the protein (Figure 2-4). 
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Figure 2-4 Schematic representation of the secondary structural elements of Subtilisin E.  Alpha-
helices are represented by cylinders and beta sheets as arrows.  Adapted from Siezen 1991 and 
You 1994 to more closely represent the length of each structural element. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Residues are colored gray to red with increasing chemical shift perturbation.  Location of 
mutations for each solvent environment indicated with circles.  Black circles for DMF mutations, 
gray circles for temperature mutations, and white circles for GdmCl mutations. 

 

 
Residues are colored blue to gray to red with decreasing intensity or increased mobility.  
Location of mutations for each solvent environment indicated with circles.  Black circles indicate 
DMF mutation sites, gray circles indicate temperature mutation sites, and white circles indicate 
GdmCl mutation sites. 
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2.5.2 Location of NMR affected sites 
 
 The magnitude of the effects in GdmCl is less than those for DMF by about 40% at 
similar concentrations of additive (10% DMF vs 1M GdmCl).  In addition to differences in the 
magnitude of the effects, the location of the affected sites is different.  The most affected sites 
are not necessarily solvent exposed in the crystal structure of Subtilisin E (PDB: 1SCJ).  DMF 
effects indicated by Δppm are mostly in loop regions, temperature effects mostly in secondary 
elements.  GdmCl effects are smaller than both of the other effects.  The chemical shift 
perturbations and intensity changes for each residue are shouwn in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6, 
respectively.   
 Our results are not the same as organic solvent effects reported for lysozyme (23).  In 
previous studies, small organic solvents have been used as probes to identify the active site of 
lysozyme.  Subtilisin E does not exhibit this same behavior; the residues affected by the organic 
solvent are distributed throughout the surface of the protein.  The size of lysozyme allows for the 
use of 1-D spectra, while Subtilisin E 1-D spectra are impractically crowded.  In this work we 
differ from previous studies in that we are not focusing on high affinity sites but are interested in 
changes to the protein from the ‘bulk’ solvent (24).  In theory we track both types of change with 
this method, but we only observe strictly increasing chemical shift perturbations as we increase 
solvent concentration.   
 Several of the residues are significantly affected by DMF addition.  Three of the most 
affected residues (Δppm > 0.16) are primary sequence neighbors to mutation sites previously 
found to be beneficial in DMF (8,9).  Residues D60, Q103 and N218 are all located either before 
of after a significantly affected site.  The single mutations at each of these sites have been shown 
to increase the activity in DMF 2-5 fold over the wild-type protease and the 4-mutation variant is 
10-fold more active.  This may indicate that the changes observed for residues Q59, G102, and 
G219 are actually be reporting on changes of nearby residues, not the directly affected residue. 
 Both slight and drastic changes in the solvent have been shown to alter the properties of 
enzymes (25-27).  In addition to solvent changes, changes in the primary amino acid sequence of 
a protein has been shown to alter the dynamics and influence catalysis.  In RNAse A, a single 
conserved residue was found to gate the motion on the same timescale as the rate of catalysis 
(28,29).  In the systems studied here we can expect some change in the bulk properties of the 
solvent leading to changes in the dynamics of the enzyme.  For the DMF and temperature 
titrations, we see nearly equally large increases and decreases in intensity.  These changes appear 
mostly as isolated ‘spikes’ in change, appearing for only a few residues.  These very localized 
perturbations are likely due to changes in side chain placement or interaction or hydrogen bonds.  
The loop from 158-160 that shows a large decrease in intensity in DMF is also has the largest B-
factors in the crystal structure of Subtilisin E (PDB 1SCJ). 
 Intensity changes in Subtilisin E in 1M GdmCl indicate changes in mobility of residues 
near a single mutation site, G166.  Residues in the segment from 165-179 show a decease in 
intensity assumed to be the result of a change in T2 and thus mobility.  The residues in this loop 
also share several backbone hydrogen bonds through the polar side chains of residues K170 and 
R247  as shown in Figure 2-7, whose stabilizing interactions may be disrupted by guanidinium.  
Similar changes were not observed for residues 165-179 in either the temperature or DMF 
titration. 
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Figure 2-5 Chemical shift perturbations calculated from the titration end point for each residue 
for all of the conditions studied.  The Δppm value is calculated from Eqn (1). 
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Figure 2-6 Peak Intensity change calculated from the titration end point for each residue for all 
of the conditions studied.  The ΔI value is calculated from Eqn (2). 
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Figure 2-7 Residues 165-179 show a decrease in intensity with increased GdmCl concentration.  
Residues 165-179 are colored blue while the rest of the protein is shown in green.  Dashed lines 
indicate hydrogen bonds in the crystal structure (PDB 1SCJ) near the affected residues.  
Sidechains of K170 and R247 are shown in solid stick representation with the remaining portions 
of the protein is shown transparent. 
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2.5.3 Previous MD simulations do not correlate with NMR data 
 
 Several previous studies have simulated Subtilisin E in under conditions similar to those 
for which it was evolved.  In each of these studies, they found very little change in structure of 
the enzyme for any of the altered conditions tested.  When comparing the simulation results for 
the wild-type enzyme to our NMR data, we see no correlation of either Δppm or ΔI with either 
the root mean deviation (RMSD) / fluctuation (RMSF) under the extreme condtions or the 
change in RMSD/RMSF between water and the extreme conditon for the entire protein (see 
Figure 2-8).  The small molecules considered in this study have weak binding interactions, so ab 
initio prediction of binding sites may be difficult.  The effects of solvent changes are monotonic 
over all the data collected, which indicates that the effects are more a result of bulk solvent 
changes than specific interactions.   
 There is no clear effect on either RMSD or RMSF in the residues from 165-179 for the 
simulations performed in GdmCl (Figure S3C in 12).  However, the NMR data show a clear 
change in the intensity of those residues, presumably due to an increase in the motion of those 
loop regions.  There is not enough information provided to analyze the spatial distribution of 
Gdm+ ions in the simulation with the NMR data.  The difference in observed effects is likely due 
to the mismatch of the time scales probed by the NMR experiments (ps-ms) versus simulations 
(ps-ns).  Molecular dynamics simulations are known to access different motions for different 
length of simulations (30). For small, weakly binding molecules, a much longer simulation time 
may be needed to pick up either slower motions/conformation changes or more transient 
interactions.   
 Equivalent to the gaunidinium case, simulations of Subtilisin E at both high temperature 
and in DMF don’t correlate with the NMR observable effects (31,21).  The most significant 
disconnect between our NMR experiments and the temperature simulation is the experimental 
onset of melting at 50 °C and simulations of a stable protein at temperatures as high as 77 °C 
(31).  And again for the DMF system, the wild type protein was stably simulated in nearly full 
organic solvent, which leads to inactivation and unfolding as seen in kinetic and NMR data.  
While the difference in specific properties of the system  
 
2.5.4 KM correlation with chemical shift data 
 
 The perturbations in chemical shifts at the end of the active site have significant 
correlation with increases in KM, as is shown in Figure 2-9.  The largest effects are seen in P6 – 
P4 substrate binding sites and the effects get smaller closer to the active site (Figure 2-10).  
What does this mean? Residues near the active site may be more resistant to effects of the 
solvent changes.  Smaller perturbations near the active site are consistent with the small changes 
in kcat yet there is no correlation between the two.  This is most likely due to the dependence of 
kcat on more factors than simple binding.  Others have shown that the P2 and P4 sites are the 
most important for the SAAPFpNA substrate (20).  While the substrate is only a tetra-peptide, 
the N-terminal succinate group is expected to interact with both the P5 and P6 sites.  The 
chemical shift perturbations may indicate either larger changes are occurring in sites further from 
the active site, or only those distant sites are good reporters of binding pocket changes.  The 
former case is more likely the case, since the residues that are most affected are also the most 
solvent exposed thus are apt to be the most flexible.  
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Figure 2-8 Correlations of MD simulations with NMR data.  For each reported Subtilisin E 
simulation, the change in either RMSD or RMSF or plotted against Δppm or ΔI, respectively.  
The change in RMSD or RMSF is calculated as the difference between the solvent mixture and 
aqueous conditions.  The specific conditions varied by each study ( see refs 12, 31, 32).  There 
does not appear to be a correlation of the NMR data with any of the simulation results. 
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Figure 2-9 Correlation of chemical shift perturbations and the Michaelis constant for each 
condition and for each binding site.  Closed circle: 25 °C, Closed Square: 50 °C, Open Square: 
1M GdmCl, Open Circle: 20% DMF, Dashed lines are not fits and are included to aid the eye.  
Binding site residues are taken from (20). 

 

 

Figure 2-10 Correlation of chemical shift perturbation and Michaelis constant for all the 
conditions studied.  Dashed line is included to aid the eye.  Binding site residues are taken from 
(20).  
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2.5.5 Future Directions: Understanding the Effects of Mutations 
 
 While there is a correlation of the NMR affected sites with previous mutagenesis results, 
we don’t yet know how the previous mutations affect the protein.  Preliminary NMR data shows 
little overall structural changes, as expected from crystal structures of other subtilisin mutants 
(33).  Further experiments with mutant proteins could reveal how the mutations reduce the 
effects of solvent changes.  Our current work is focused on interpreting the previous mutagenesis 
by subjecting the improved proteins to the NMR analysis presented here. 
 The analysis of the NMR data present herein is somewhat limited by the interpretation of 
the amide chemical shift changes.  While these shifts gives site-specific information, the extent 
to which that information can be linked to changes in the protein is narrow.  Backbone amide 
chemical shifts are affected by a variety of factors including inter-protein contacts, solvent 
contacts and structural changes (34,35).  Other HSQC-based techniques that use the alpha carbon 
and proton are better correlated with structural changes and may allow for a clearer analysis (36).  
While these further experiments may present a more accurate picture of the changes to the 
enzyme, for engineering subtilisin to function better in altered solvent conditions detailed 
structural data is not necessarily important. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
 
 Simple NMR techniques have been used to identify residue sites on Subtilisin E that are 
affected by a change in solvent conditions.  These sites appear to correlate with sites on the 
protein that have been mutated to improve activity under each specific condition.  Our current 
work is focused on investigating the effects of the previously reported mutations on the NMR 
data.   
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Chapter 3 
 

Biochemical Characterization of Evolved Subtilisin E & 
NMR as a Guide for Mutagenesis 

 
 
3.1 Summary 
 
 In Chapter 2, I describe the effects of changes in the solvent conditions on Subtilisin E as 
monitored by NMR and kinetic measurements.  The NMR derived data appears to correlate with 
previous mutagenesis studies on Subtilisin E in three different solvent conditions.  We propose to 
analyze the effects of mutations with NMR to strengthen our hypothesis that NMR is revealing 
important regions of the protein that are susceptible to solvent changes.  Kinetic measurements 
of each mutant protein in higher temperature, organic solvent or denaturing salt conditions 
provide a guide to deciphering the general effectiveness of each set of mutations, while NMR 
can provide sub-molecular mechanisms for the observed activity and stability trends.  Lastly, the 
ultimate biotechnological goal of this work is to develop NMR as a spectroscopic tool for 
improving the efficiency and efficacy of mutagenesis to improve protein function in altered 
solvent conditions. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
 
 In the previous chapter I introduced three studies with Subtilisin E.  These studies all 
used error-prone mutagenesis to improve Subtilisin E function in a specific condtion.  A two-
mutation protein (2M) was developed to function better in the presence of guanidinium HCl 
(GdmCl) (1).  A four-mutation protein (4M) was developed to function better with DMF as a co-
solvent (2).  And an eight-mutation protein (8M) was developed to function better at higher 
temperatures (3). 
 The general method for laboratory engineering of proteins is consistent across almost any 
protein or conditions.  Simply, a protein of interest is mutated, tested for improved performance 
in the new conditions, and cycled through again until a suitable increase in performance is 
achieved.  The methods for any of the steps including diversifying the starting protein, screening 
for improved performance, and combining beneficial mutations can vary significantly.  In the 
laboratory, a researcher can design for a specific selection pressure, such as increased 
temperature or added organic solvents, but the way the protein adapts to the pressure is unknown 
a priori.  Depending on the type of screen, either activity or stability can be improved.  
Differentiating between these two effects is typically done in vitro after screening with larger 
quantities of enzyme.   
 Enzymes from extremophilic organisms are typically thought to be stable to a wide 
variety of extreme conditions, not only the organisms native environment (4).  This is commonly 
due to a general increase in stability of the extremophilic protein.  The best biotechnological 
example is that of extremophilic DNA polymerases (5).  In the three mutagenesis studies used to 
engineer Subtilisin E, the mechanism for improved function is not completely explained.  For 
example, are the mutations specific to each stress or do they generally improve function?  Is the 
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stability or activity of each mutated protein higher in every solvent condition, or only in the 
respective condition?  The next step in our research is to elucidate the effects of the changes and 
to explain why the mutant proteins function better using NMR spectroscopy. 
 The proteins chosen represent some of the smallest changes required to observe improved 
protein function, not necessarily where the original investigators’ studies terminated.  By 
comparing small perturbations of a single protein, we can more easily draw conclusions about 
the effectiveness of the various evolved proteins.  For the sake of directly comparing changes in 
the wild-type protein to the mutant proteins, we want to minimize the number of mutations 
required for a change in protein function.  As more mutations are acquired, the effects of 
mutations begin to interact, build on each other, and relate less to the wild-type protein function, 
which is the starting point for each of our comparisons. 
 Lastly, we hope to use NMR spectroscopy to predict why the mutations improve 
function.  We have used NMR to rationalize the location of previously identified mutants based 
on changes to the protein in each altered solvent.  Now we hope to observe why those mutations 
might be preventing deleterious effects of a solvent change.  It is likely that we cannot explain 
why a mutation allows the enzyme to function more efficiently, but only indicate why the 
enzyme does not function worse in the new solvent conditions. 
 
3.3 Methodology 
 
 All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise noted.  Detailed 
descriptions of methods for protein expression and kinetic measurements are described in 
Chapter 2.  Briefly, proteins were expressing in Bacillus subtilis and purified using a (His)6-tag.  
Kinetic measurements were preformed with succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-paranitroanilide 
(sAAPFpNA).  NMR titration spectra were recorded in 25 mM MES (pH 6.5) with 10 mM CaCl2 
at 25 °C in 90% H2O/10% D2O (see Chapter 2 for a complete description of NMR sample 
preparation).   
 Subtilisin E variant genes were synthesized by overlap extension PCR using the primers 
listed in Table 3-1 (6).  Primers were designed to flank the mutation site by 4-5 codons on both 
sides and include the required base-pair changes.  Each protein variant was constructed in two 
rounds of PCR.  First, the segments between each primer were replicated via PCR from the wild-
type protein gene.  Each gene fragment was then purified and its size was confirmed by agarose 
gel electrophoresis.  Finally, all purified fragments were diluted and combined in a second PCR 
reaction with the outside primers described in Chapter 2.  The genes were then digested and 
ligated into the same plasmid, (pHT43) as the wild type.  Correctly copied gene and mutations 
were confirmed by DNA sequencing of the forward and reverse strands. 
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Table 3-1. Oligonucleotide primers used to synthesize mutant proteins. All sequences 5’ to 3’. 
 

Protein Residue  Sequence 
2M S62I F CAGGACGGCATTTCTCACGGT 

  R ACCGTGAGAAATGCCGTCCTG 
 G166M F ACAAGCACAGTCATGTACCCTGCAAAA 
  R TTT GCAGGGTACATGACTGTGCTTGT 

4M D60N F ACAAACCCATACCAGAACGGCAGTTCTCACGGT 
  R ACCGTGAGAACTGCCGTTCTGGTATGGGTTTGT 
 D97G F GTAAAAGTGCTTGGTTCAACA GGAAGC 
  R GCTTCCTGTTGAACCAAGCACTTTTAC 
 Q103R F GGAAGCGGCCGATATAGCTGG 
  R CCAGCTATATCGGCCGCTTCC 
 N218S F ACTTACGGCGCTTATAGCGGAACGTCCATGGCG 
  R CGCCATGGACGTTCCGCTATAAGCGCCGTAAGT 

8M S161C &  F TCATCCGGATGCACAAGCACAGTCCGTTACCCTGCA 
 G166R R TGCAGGGTAACGGACTGTGCTTGTGCATCCGGATGA 
 N181D F GTAGGTGCGGTAGATAGCAGCAACCAA 
  R TTGGTTGCTGCTATCTACCGCACCTAC 
 S194P F TCCAGCGCAGGTCCTGAGCTTGATGTG 
  R CACATCAAGCTCAGGACCTGCGCTGGA 
 N218S F ACTTACGGCGCTTATAGCGGAACGTCCATGGCG 
  R CGCCATGGACGTTCCGCTATAAGCGCCGTAAGT 
 P14L F CAAATTAAAGCGCTTGCTCTTCACTCT 
  R AGAGTGAAGAGCAAGCGCTTTAATTTG 
 N76D F ATTGCCGCTCTTGATAACTCAATCGGT 
  R ACCGATTGAGTTATCAAGAGCGGCAAT 
 N118S F GCCATTTCCAACTCTATGGATGTTATC 
  R GATAACATCCATAGAGTTGGAAATGGC 

 
3.4 Preliminary Results 
 
Kinetic Measurements 
 
 Kinetic parameters for each of the protein variants were measured and are presented in 
Table 3-2.  Since stability measurements are needed for a more complete interpretation of the 
behavior of Subitlisin E, here we describe only the effects that are manifest through the kinetic 
data.  A description of the wild-type enzyme behavior is presented in Chapter 2.  The double-
mutant enzyme (2M) is the most active of the variants in each of the conditions tested.  This is 
due predominantly to much tighter binding of the substrate (lower KM).  The quadruple-mutant 
(4M) is more active than the wild-type enzyme in each of the conditions through a combination 
of increasing kcat and decreasing KM.  While the 4M’s specific activity is lower, the rate of loss 
of activity is also lower.  The 4M retains ~30 % of its initial activity in 20% DMF, while all 
other variants lose at least 90% of their initial activity (retains <10%).  This higher retention of 
activity by the 4M does not extend to GdmCl; the 4M retains the least activity (~7%) of all the 
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variants in 1M GdmCl.  Lastly, the octuple-mutant gains the most benefit from the temperature 
increase, doubling its specific activity while the 2M and wild-type show only marginal increases.  
The 2M shows a decrease in specific activity at the higher temperature likely due to a change in 
the active site function from the mutation S62I.  Each variant shows an approximate 3-fold 
increase in KM between 25 and 50 °C.  The 2M sees the smallest increase in kcat over the 
temperature increase, which should be the effect of the mutation near the active site.  The higher 
activity in the 8M versus the wild-type or 4M is due to a higher melting temperature for the 8M 
protein.  With a higher melting temperature the enzyme can gain the full Arrhenius effect rate 
increase from the reaction temperature increase.  Stability measurements will reinforce these 
conclusions. 
 The 8M and the 2M both retain ~40% of their initial activity in 1M GdmCl.  These 
similar behaviors may relate to the fact that both proteins contain a point mutation of G166 to a 
much larger sidechain (R or M, respectively).  In Chapter 2, we saw that the wild type enzyme 
shows a large change in the mobility of the loop from 165-179 in the presence of GdmCl.  For 
both the 2M and 8M it appears this mutation allows for retention of activity in the presence of 
GdmCl.  With further NMR studies of the mutant proteins, the effects of GdmCl around this 
region of the protein can be fully elucidated. 
 

Table 3-2 Kinetic paramaters for the hydrolysis of Suc-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-
paranitro aniline (SAAPFpNA) each of the Subtilisin E variants studied 

Protein Conditon2 kcat 
(s-1) 

KM 
(mM) 

kcat/KM 
(mM-1s-1) 

Wild-Type Aqueous, 25 C 10 0.34 37 
 Aqueous, 50 C 37 0.97 38 
 1M Gdm 6 1.5 4 
 20% DMF 9 7.9 1.1 
Double-Mutant Aqueous, 25 C 25 0.02 1100 
(2M, GdmCl)1 Aqueous, 50 C 57 0.06 950 
 1M Gdm 17 0.04 430 
 20% DMF 54 0.52 100 
Quadruple-Mutant Aqueous, 25 C 27 0.19 140 
(4M, DMF) Aqueous, 50 C 90 0.61 150 
 1M Gdm 13 1.3 10 
 20% DMF 81 2 41 
Octuple-Mutant Aqueous, 25 C 18 0.33 55 
(8M, Temperature) Aqueous, 50 C 56 0.56 100 
 1M Gdm 28 1.4 20 
 20% DMF 28 6 5 

1 the description in parenthesis is the abbreviation and evolved condition for each mutant. 
2 all solutions contain 100 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 10 mM CaCl2 at 25 °C (except for 50 °C sample) 
 
3.5 Future Work 
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 As a complement to kinetic characterization, melting temperature measurements on 
inhibited proteins were used to monitored stability.  Because subtilisin is a protease, we use an 
inhibited form of the protein to differentiate proteolysis and unfolding.  Both circular dichroism 
(CD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) can monitor changes in the structure of the 
protein upon heating.  CD spectroscopy, however, cannot be used in combination with DMF due 
to a strong absorbance around 280 nm.  Initial measurements show the unfolding is two-state for 
all of the protein variants and conditions tested, consistent with previous reports of subtilisin 
melting (7,8). 
 Kinetics and stability measurements have provided some insight into how the engineered 
proteins are functioning in the altered solvents.  Again, NMR will be used to monitor changes to 
individual amino acids in response to solvent changes.  The response of each mutant in altered 
solvents can supplement the kinetic and stability data with residue-specific effects on the protein.  
Initial experiments on the 8M protein show many changes in the aqueous spectrum.  These 
changes center on each of the mutation sites, and expand to sites that are in close contact.  These 
peaks can be reassigned through several methods including: simple inspection, unlabeling 
experiments use for the original re-assignment, or by sequentially analyzing single mutant 
proteins similar to assignment of fluorine labeled amino acids (9). 
 In addition to predicting where and how altered solvents affect protein structure and 
function, we are interested to know if the NMR data can be used to effectively design mutant 
proteins that function better in each condition.  In Chapter 2, the correlation of the mutant sites 
with NMR affected sites is established.  The NMR sites and the mutated sites are proximal for 
each of the cases, but mostly non-intersecting. 
 Because the NMR affected sites are not exactly the same sites that were previously 
mutated, there are two reasonable strategies for choosing which sites to mutate.  First, the exact 
locations that were affected by the solvent can be screened.  This would be the most concise set 
of sites and the mapping between NMR and mutation sites is one to one.  This strategy also 
follows similar mutagenesis techniques based on sites with large B-factors (10).  Occasionally 
the directly affected amino acid is a highly conserved region.  This is the case for G219, a 
residue in close proximity to the catalytic S221 and part of the motif -GTSM- that is conserved 
in virtually all subtilisins (11).  In these cases, the directly affected residue cannot be changed 
and nearby residues should be chosen for mutagenesis instead.  For the case of G219, even 
relatively conservative changes from a glycine to either a serine or alanine caused poor 
expression and inactivation of the protein. 
 The second option is to mutate amino acids in the first shell of residues around the NMR 
affected site.  This strategy follows directly from the correlation between previous mutation sites 
and NMR sites, as many of the NMR affected sites were not exactly mutation sites.  
Inopportunely, the first shell around any residue in the protein can contain between two and six 
amino acids.  The degeneracy between NMR sites and mutation sites translates to much larger 
libraries that would need to be screened much less completely.  This could be accomplished with 
either a reduced codon set, or by simply screening only a fraction of each library. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

Expanding Possibilities for Enzymes in Organic Solvents 
 
4.1 Summary 
 
 The following chapter contains projects and experiments completed only through proof-
of-concept results.  Each of these projects is a step toward understanding and improving enzymes 
for use in organic solvents.  The first project is the de novo design and expression of an organic 
soluble protein.  This work was done in collaboration with the David Baker laboratory at the 
University of Washington.  We were able to screen several generations of designed proteins for 
their ability to express in aqueous conditions and attempted to transfer the expressed proteins to 
organic solvents.  The last two sections focus on developing techniques to work with enzymes in 
organic solvents.  The first was born out of the need to improve screening enzyme libraries.  
Quantification of protein expression levels in cell-free mixtures is a difficult and necessary step 
for measuring the specific activity of a protein.  Lastly, the measurement of spectral properties of 
subtilisin in organic solvents was an initial step toward high-resolution spectroscopy in organic 
solvents.  I present informed outlooks for continuing or completing each of the projects. 
 
4.2  De Novo Design of Organic Soluble Proteins 
 
4.2.1  Introduction 
 
 Proteins currently play a variety of functional roles in living systems as catalysts, 
metabolic regulators, protective agents, and mechano-structural components, but in all cases 
Nature has designed them to dissolve and function in water (with the exception of membrane 
proteins).  While these enzymes have evolved to carry out transformations in aqueous solutions, 
synthetic chemists desire vastly different conditions of concentration, solvent and timescale.  The 
majority of organic molecules are only sparingly water soluble, far from the concentrations 
demanded by laboratory or industrial scale synthesis.  To reach these high concentrations, 
organic co-solvents are commonly used.  In addition to solubilizing organic molecules, organic 
solvents are required for processing of many common materials.  We proposed to expand the 
repertoire of solvents that can be routinely used with enzymes by designing proteins, de novo, for 
solubility and optimal function in non-aqueous media. 
 A completely new class of proteins that are soluble and optimized for function in organic 
solvents would revolutionize the field of protein engineering.  The current state-of-the-art 
utilization methods are based on modifying natural proteins for non-native reaction conditions 
(1, Chapter 1).  Some native enzymes have been shown to exhibit limited catalytic activity as 
insoluble powders in organic solvents, but their activity is typically too low for practical 
applications (2).  Methods for extracting enzymes into an organic phase give slightly higher 
activities, but a significant amount of enzyme is lost during the transfer and the extraction may 
be difficult to scale (3).  Modification of enzymes for enhanced solubility and stability to organic 
solvents is labor intensive and faces similar scalability issues.  Proteins that are designed to 
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dissolve and function optimally in non-aqueous media would overcome these current enzyme 
limitations, in addition to advantages gained on the substrate solubility and stability. 
 
4.2.2  Methodology  
 

Potential protein sequences were screened using the Rosetta software suite to generate 
sequences that should stably adopt the desired structure in organic solvents (4).  The standard 
computational methods were modified to account for the changes in the properties of organic 
solvents versus water.  Rosetta software methods rely on an implicit solvent, which does not 
include specific molecular effects of the solvent, only the net force.  One of the first goals of 
screening designed proteins was to determine how well the designs account for aqueous 
expression with organic solubility.  The premise of this question, can an organic soluble protein 
be expressed in water, is also being tested in our initial experiments. 

The designed proteins were expressed using cell-free protein synthesis, an in vitro 
method of protein expression (5).  Escherichia coli cell extracts contain all the molecular 
machinery required to transcribe supplemented DNA into mRNA and continued translation into 
protein.  In vitro expression has the advantage of fast protein expression from DNA (2 hours for 
cell-free versus 8 – 48 hours for in vivo).  Additionally, toxic or insoluble proteins can be 
expressed without the need to maintain homeostasis, which may harm the cell and shift 
transcription away from recombinant protein expression towards survival. 

The computational and experimental methods are intimately linked, and each help to 
inform and advance the other.  We postulate that the design process is necessarily iterative, 
mirroring the development of the current state-of-the-art computational methods.  By comparing 
the experimental conformation of the designed protein with the predicted form, we can adapt 
methods developed for water to design for organic solvents.  Current protein modeling utilizes a 
semi-empirical force-field that has been optimized for a sample set of molecules by comparing 
experimental properties with predicted ones (6). This work will expand the available repertoire 
of design solvents through an iterative process of protein design, expression and characterization, 
and feedback.  By testing proteins designed for other solvents, we have the potential to develop a 
similar semi-empirical method for developing proteins for any of the myriad solvents that are 
routinely used in organic synthesis. 

Our initial work focused on generating an organic soluble protein based on a simple 
backbone conformation.  The Top7 protein was designed by the Baker lab as a test of the 
capabilities of the Rosetta design software (7).  The design was the first de novo generation of a 
protein structure not found in nature.  Using the Top7 backbone structure, changes were made in 
the primary sequence in an effort to increase the solubility of the protein in non-polar 
environments by a simple replacement of most of the surface residues with more hydrophobic 
ones.  More specific descriptions of the designed proteins amino acid compositions are given 
below. 
 
4.2.3  Preliminary Results 
 
 The first set of experiments was focused on testing the limits of the cell-free expression 
towards organic solvents and surfactants.  Figure 4-1 shows the results of the addition of several 
immiscible organic solvents and surfactants to the cell-free expression reaction of enhanced 
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green fluorescence protein (eGFP).  The cell-free extract and reaction mixture were prepared as 
previously described (5).  The intensity of the eGFP fluorescence was assumed to be an 
indication of the productivity of the cell-free mixture in the presence of potentially denaturing 
solvents or surfactants.  We found that most immiscible organic solvents did not interfere with 
protein expression.  Ethyl acetate was the exception and was found to partially inhibit 
expression.  The anionic surfactant AOT also inhibits protein expression at both concentrations 
tested, while the non-ionic surfactant Brij 30 did not.  No miscible organic solvents were tested.  
These results provided several systems for testing hydrophobic protein expression. 
 The first generation designed proteins, based on the Top7 backbone structure, contained 
mostly the hydrophobic residues valine (24%), leucine (26%), and isoleucine (14%).  Several 
variants with slightly different primary amino acid compositions were tested.  Linear DNA 
containing the protein gene was amplified from plasmids with T7 primers and fed into the cell-
free reaction.  The PCR product was fed directly into the cell-free reaction mixture without 
quantification or purification.  The first generation of designed proteins did not express well in 
the cell-free system.  Figure 4-2 shows a denaturing protein gel of the cell-free reaction after 
expression of each of the proteins.  The only significant amount of protein detected is found at 
higher molecular weights, presumably irreversibly bound to chaperone proteins.  The protein 
remains bound even under denaturing conditions, however, longer (>5 min) heating or increased 
SDS concentrations (>1%) were not tested.  It is unclear whether this fraction of protein is 
soluble or insoluble upon expression. 
 Using the expression results from the first round of proteins, a second set of proteins was 
designed to incorporate more amphipathic residues versus strictly hydrophobic ones (see Figure 
4-3).  This generation of proteins contained a more diverse set of amino acids, with a significant 
amount of threonine (16%), leucine (13%), and aspragine (13%).  The second generation of 
designed proteins were found to express significantly better than the first round, even without 
organic solvent or surfactant additives (Figure 4-2 B).  The expressed proteins were entirely 
insoluble in the cell-free mixture.  It is unclear if the expression limitation of the first generation 
of mutants is due to the hydrophobicity of the polypeptide or the repeats of single amino acids.  
There are examples of both cases limiting expression, with probably the most notorious example 
being the expression of spider silk protein, which contains large spans of amino acid repeats 
(8,9).  While the second generation proteins were expressed in the cell-free system, attempts to 
solubilize the precipitated protein in denaturing salt solutions or polar organic co-solvents were 
unsuccessful.   
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   1.  Aqueous  7.  Hexane with 2 mM AOT* 
   2.  Hexane  8.  Hexane with 2 mM Brij 30 
   3.  Isooctane  9.  Hexane with 20 mM AOT* 
   4.  Cyclohexane 10.  Hexane with 20 mM Brij 30 
   5.  Ethyl Acetate* 11.  Hexane with 2 mM Octanol/Octanoic Acid 
   6.  Butyl Acetate 12.  Octanol 
 
Figure 4-1 Cell-free Expression of eGFP in the Presence of Organic Solvents and Surfactants. * 
indicates reactions where eGFP is poorly expressed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
Figure 4-2 Denatured protein gels of designed protein expression.  A. Expression of the first 
generation of designed proteins did not produce enough protein to purify or characterize.  B. The 
second generation of proteins show a clear band with both Coomassie Brilliant Blue and affinity 
staining. An anti-His antibody and NTA-dye conjugate were used to detect and confirm 
expression based on the presence of a (His)6-tag.  His-tag labeled eGFP was run as a positive 
control. 
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 Gen. 1 OrgT7 1_10: MLIIIVNVNICILFVVVLVFVVAGAVLFLLVFLLLFIFI 
    LLMFVLVSATMIFALLLLLAIIFAILLLLMYLALGYVVI 
    VIVFVGFVVVVVGVLLE 
 Gen 2. ORG1_0013: GSSIQVQNNNTCNGQTFDYTYTVTTGSLLQAVLNLLQIY 
    ILQQGCLLSSTSITAITTTLAQIFAAILINVYANLGYNN 
    INVTWNGNTVTVTGQL 
 
Figure 4-3 Sample protein sequence of the first and second round designed proteins  
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4.2.4  Future Work 
 
 In the current work, we have limited our search to proteins that can be expressed in 
aqueous systems but are designed to be soluble in organic solvents.  The tacit assumption is that 
such a protein actually exists and can be synthesized with cellular machinery.  There are other 
options for in vitro protein production, including peptide synthesis, but this limits the size 
peptide that can be synthesized (10).  The ability to transfer natural proteins to organic solvents 
and the existence of membrane bound proteins, lends some credence to our design strategy.  If, 
however, no expressed protein can be solubilized in organic solvents after several rounds of 
design, other synthesis strategies should be incorporated. 
 Once the designed protein is expressed and purified, the next 
step is to fold and transfer the protein to an organic phase.  Figure 4-
4 shows several of the potential pathways for transferring the 
enzyme from aqueous expression to an organic solvent phase.  If the 
designed protein expresses as a stable monomer, a simple extraction 
may be sufficient to elicit partitioning to the organic phase.  In the 
situation where the expressed protein is completely insoluble, we 
could exploit the insolubility as a sort of purification. Most of the 
native insoluble E. coli proteins are removed in the cell extract 
preparation, therefore the major component of the insoluble fraction 
should be the designed protein.  Lying between these two extremes 
of soluble and insoluble expression, we envision several methods of 
entrapment or localization of the expression to facilitate transfer to 
an organic phase.  Both surfactant and protein based solubilization 
methods could prevent aggregation of the designed protein and act as 
a vehicle to transfer the synthesized protein to an organic phase 
(11,12). 
 Upon successful refolding and transfer, the structure of the 
new protein would need to be solved.  This can be done by either 
NMR spectroscopy, due to the small size of the protein, or by 
crystallography.  Either choice may present difficulties; no protein 
structure has been solved in an organic solvent, and protein 
crystallization methods are based on aqueous crystal formation.  
While the methods may be simply extended to organic solvents, this 
is no guarantee either method will work.  The final step for the 
proof-of-concept phase of this work would be to convert a stable 
protein scaffold into a catalyst.  The Rosetta software is routinely 
used for this in aqueous systems.  The first reactions could include 
simple acid-base catalyzed transformations that would be inhibited 
or uncoupled in water. 
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4.3  Quantification of Cell-free Expression Levels 
 
4.3.1 Introduction 
 
 Cell-free expression of protein is a powerful tool for rapid screening of a moderate sized 
protein library.  Current protocols, however, quantify protein expression using low throughput 
radioactive decay.  Generally, two cell-free reactions are performed in parallel with one 
containing natural amino acids and the other 14C-leucine (13).  At the end of the reaction, all the 
soluble protein is precipitated and washed prior to scintillation counting.  Based on the leucine 
content of the target protein, the total amount of protein expressed can be quantified.  While 
accurate, this method uses costly, hazardous radioisotopes, is low throughput, and requires 
specialized equipment and laboratory space. 
 Another technique used for quantification of protein expression is fluorescent labeling 
and gel-based imaging.  A short affinity tag is added to the expressed protein and when bound, 
activates fluorescence.  While this technique can provide quantitative results, its main strength 
lies in qualitative detection of any expression (14). 
 To overcome the problems of low throughput, expensive and potentially hazardous 
quantification methods, I proposed an in-situ method of quantification based on orthogonal 
chromophore – fluorophore pairs.  The amount of protein expressed in monitored by the 
stoichiometric expression of a fluorescent protein located on the same open reading frame as the 
target enzyme.  The main advantage of not coupling the two domains is for assaying enzymes 
under conditions that may denature the fluorophore.  The fluorescence can be measured first, 
then the enzyme assay can be as harsh as necessary.  The fluorophore is chosen such that the 
assay of the target enzyme can be monitored in its presence.  The proof-of-concept system is 
designed based around monitoring the activity of subtilisin through the release of 
paranitroaniline and quantifying expression level with mCherry fluorescence.   
 
4.3.2 Methodology and Results 
 
 The GFP derivative, mCherry, has an excitation range of 450-650nm, with a maximum at 
~587nm, and an emission maximum of ~610nm (15).  This absorption range is complementary 
to both paranitrophenol or paranitroaniline which have absorbance maxima between 405-410 
nm.  The subtilisin substrate is a tetra-peptide described in Chapter 2. 
 Initial results were collected with two fixed linkers; one designed to be flexible and the 
other designed to be rigid.  Subtilisin has an N-terminal pro-domain that is cleaved upon 
translation and folding.  This cleavage allows for expression of a stoichiometric amount of 
fluorophore without physically coupling the two. The flexible linker contained a (Gly-Ser)3 
sequence and the rigid linker contained several spaced proline residues.  Figure 4-5 shows the 
results for expression with the first two linkers.  We see a good correlation between activity and 
fluorescence, confirming the method can quantify expression levels.  While the maturation t½ of 
mCherry has been reported as ~15 minutes, Figure 4-6 shows we need a much longer time (~6 
hours) to achieve stable fluorescence levels (15).   
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Figure 4-5 Chimera performance with Gly-Ser flexible linker. Red squares correspond to Vent 
polymerase and blue squares correspond to Pfusion polymerase produced linear DNA 

 
 

Figure 4-6 Time course of mCherry fluorescence.  Approximately five hours is required for 
greater than 80% maturation of the fluorophore. 

 

Figure 4-7 Chimera protein for quantification of expression levels.  The fluorescent and catalytic 
domains are linked via a ‘self-cleaving’ sequence.  Arrows indicate cleavage sites for the 
subtilisin-based chimera.  
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 A second generation of chimeras was designed to incorporate a linker that will cleave 
itself during translation.  The linker is based on a foot-and-mouth disease (picornaviruses) auto-
processing sequence (16,17).  While the exact mode of cleavage remains unknown, the growing 
polypeptide chain is thought to ‘kink’ in the ribosome causing dissociation of the growing chain 
but not stopping translation (17).  The natural 2A sequence exhibits three modes of translation: 
full ORF translation as a single peptide, translation only to the end of the 2A sequence, and 
correct translation of separate peptides.  We have specifically chosen the 2A sequence reported 
to only exhibit one of these modes of translation (16).  The 2A-like linker should generalize the 
method for any catalytic domain.  Figure 4-7 shows the general scheme for the translated 
protein; the only ‘scar’ left on the catalytic domain is a single N-terminal proline residue. 
 
4.3.3  Future Work 
 
 The initial experiments confirmed that the method works as expected.  The only steps 
remaining are to confirm the self-cleaving linker is performing as previously reported and cross-
check the expression levels with 14C leucine to benchmark quantification accuracy with current 
methods. 
 
4.4 Towards High Resolution NMR Spectra of Subtilisin in Organic Solvents 
 
4.4.1 Introduction 
 
 At the beginning of my Ph.D. studies, there was interest in continuing to study subtilisin 
in pure organic solvent systems as previous students had done.  This was coupled with an interest 
in beginning to use high-resolution biomolecular NMR spectroscopy.  Both of my research 
groups had little to no experience with either expression of subtilisin or high field biomolecular 
NMR.  They had, however, been working with enzymes in organic solvents for over a decade.  
Much work had been done to activate and utilize enzymes in a wide range of organic solvent 
systems.  Figure 1-2 in Chapter 1 provides many examples of the systems developed.  More 
recent work in our group had been to use NMR spectroscopy to begin to identify microscopic 
changes to the protein that were responsible for the wide range of activities observed (18-20).  
The next logical step in the project’s progression seemed to be higher resolution information 
about the protein in organic solvents.  We were quite naïve about the challenges of obtaining 
useful high-resolution data.  The following sections describe our initial observations concerning 
protein spectra in organic solvents. 
 
4.4.2 Methodology 
 
4.4.2.1 Protein Cloning and Expression 
 
 Subtilisin PB92 was cloned from the genomic DNA of Bacillus alcalophilus PB92.  
Expression and purification was performed as describe in Chapter 2.  Subtilisin PB92 was 
labeled at methionine positions by expressing protein with natural abundance ammonium 
chloride, 100mg/L natural abundance each amino acid except methionine and ~100 mg/L 15N-
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methionine.  The additional unlabeled amino acids were necessary to limit catabolism of the 
labeled methionine.  Relaxation experiments were preformed in one dimension; therefore 
unlabeled commercial Subtilisin Carlsberg was used in place of Subtilisin PB92.  Only two 
natural subtilisins have had their solution NMR 1H-15N HSQC spectra assigned to date, Subtilisin 
PB92 and Subtilisin E (21, 22). 
 
4.4.2.2 Preparation of NMR Samples 
 
 Extracted protein was prepared as previously reported from either purified expressed 
protein or reconstituted commercial protein (3,20, 23).  Briefly, the protein was dissolved in the 
appropriate buffer and mixed vigorously with an isooctane phase containing 2mM dioctyl 
sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT).  After allowing the phases to separate, the organic phase was 
removed and centrifuged to fully remove any bulk water.  The organic phase was then fully 
evaporated with a nitrogen gas purge.  For NMR experiments, the resulting protein residue was 
re-dissolved in d6-cyclohexane and flame sealed in a glass NMR tube.  Samples were 
concentrated to an optical density of ~1 (or ~1mg/ml); more concentrated samples were not 
stable, and precipitated on the timescale of hours to a day.  Water activity of the samples was 
adjusted after the nitrogen ‘drying’ step, and then samples were dissolved in dry organic solvent 
(24). 
 
4.4.3  Results 
 
 Light scattering confirmed that extracted protein existed as a monomer in the organic 
phase.  1H-15N HSQC experiments were performed analogously to aqueous experiments on 
subtilisin.  The resulting protein signal was very weak and peaks were broad as compared with 
the aqueous sample.  To obtain comparable signal, experiments were typically run ten-times 
longer in organic solvents than in water.  To begin to analyze the severity of the signal 
broadening, we sparsely labeled the protein to simplify the resulting spectrum.  The comparison 
of the one dimension full and reduced spectra in aqueous and organic solvents is shown in 
Figure 4-8.  Increasing temperature increased signal intensity but not resolution.  Additional 
experiments revealed that by reducing the INEPT transfer delay time within the HSQC 
experiment, the signal intensity and resolution were improved.  This observation indicates that 
the cause of the broad signal is not structural heterogeneity in the protein populations, but likely 
some motional properties of the protein.  Reductions in the INEPT transfer delay, however, 
provided at most a 2-3-fold improvement in signal intensity. 
 Knowing that water activity of the enzyme samples has an effect on both activity and 
bulk motions, we measured the effect of water activity on HSQC spectral resolution and T2 
relaxation rates for Subtilisin Carlsberg.  Extracted protein at low water activity shows only a 
single population with an amide 1H relaxation rate (R2) of ~150 s-1.  We observed the appearance 
of a second population of peaks at higher water activities as seen in Figure 4-9.  This new 
population has a much slower 1H relaxation rate of ~12 s-1 while the fast relaxing population 
remains.  The measured signal intensities for the two populations are too low to quantify the size 
of the two populations.  We have not precisely referenced the chemical shifts in cyclohexane, 
only referenced the spectrum to water at 4.7 ppm.  Based on the water reference and the typical  
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Figure 4-8 1D slices of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of uniformly and sparsely labeled Subtilisin 
PB92 in aqueous buffer and extracted into d6-cyclohexane at 25 °C. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 4-9 1D proton spectra used to determine T2 values for extracted Subtilisin Carlsberg at 
high water activity (aw~1). At high water activity two protein chemical shift populations arise 
with different relaxation times and peak shapes.  The large peak around 5 ppm in the 2 µs trace is 
the left tail of the water resonance and τ is the free evolution delay time.  
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dispersion in amide chemical shifts, the position of the sharp signals within the spectrum 
corresponds to side chain amide chemical shifts.  This appearance of a sharp intense peak within 
the protein excludes global tumbling as the mechanism for the broadening of the proteins peaks. 
 
4.4.4 Future Work 
 
 The sparsely labeled protein samples provide a route to both test new strategies for 
improving resolution and monitor properties of the protein in organic solvents.  Without 
significant further improvement in the resolution of the spectra, high-resolution spectroscopy 
does not seem possible, but the sparsely labeled samples can be used to monitor several sites at 
once.  Many of the properties of the extracted protein system can be varied in an attempt to 
resolve the resonances, including protein size, temperature, or organic solvent (viscosity). 
 Dissolved oxygen has been cited as a cause for fast relaxation and is used advantageously 
in certain magnetic resonance experiments (25).  In water, even at partial oxygen pressure of 20 
bar, there is only an approximate 2-fold decrease in spin-lattice relaxation time (25).  The 
solubility of oxygen in organic solvents is ~6-fold higher than in water, so the effect should be 
smaller than the pressurized system. Control experiments where samples are purged of oxygen 
could be done to confirm the marginal effects of dissolved oxygen. 
 We have also observed several distinct water resonances, which indicates chemically 
distinct groups of water in the extracted protein system.  Polarization transfer experiments may 
be able to reveal where these populations reside and the mobility or transferability of each water 
species.  Similar experiments have been performed in reverse micelle systems to identify surface 
bound water (27).  These polarization transfer experiments could potentially be extended to 
organic solvent – protein interactions analogous to water interactions, if such interactions exist. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

 

 
 
Figure I Prepared for “News and Views” introduction to Nature Chemistry article by Perriman 
et al. (2010) to illustrate a polymer melt protein system (see discussion in Chapter 1 section 
1.2.2.3).  Notice the California logo in the polymer corona on the protein above and to the left of 
the “zoomed in” view. 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Scripts for Processing and Analyzing NMR Data 
 

NMRPipe conversion file to convert Bruker data to NMRPipe data, filename: conv.cn 
# 
bruk2pipe -in ser \ 
-DMX -noaswap -decim 12 \ 
-xN 1024   -yN 256 \ 
-xT 512   -yT 128 \ 
-xMODE DQD  -yMODE States-TPPI \ 
-xSW 16025.641025641 -ySW 3244.382 \ 
-xOBS 800.36477064 - yOBS 81.10956097948 \ 
-xCAR 5.258 -  yCAR 120 \ 
-xLAB HN   -yLAB 15N  \ 
-ndim 2   -aq2D States\ 
-out hsqc.cvp -verb –ov 
 
NMRPipe processing file to transform and process NMR data, filename : proc.pr 
#!/bin/csh 
nmrPipe -in hsqc.cvp \ 
| nmrPipe -fn SOL \ 
| nmrPipe -fn SP -off 0.4 -size 512 -c 0.5\ 
| nmrPipe -fn ZF -size 1024 \ 
| nmrPipe -fn FT -auto -verb \ 
| nmrPipe -fn PS -p0 137.0 -p1 0.0 -di\ 
| nmrPipe -fn EXT -left -sw \ 
| nmrPipe -fn POLY -auto \ 
| nmrPipe -fn YTP \ 
#| nmrPipe -fn LP -ps0-0 \ 
| nmrPipe -fn SP -off 0.4 -size 128 -c 0.5 \ 
| nmrPipe -fn ZF -size 512 \ 
| nmrPipe -fn FT -verb -auto \ 
| nmrPipe -fn PS -p0 0.0 -p1 0.0 -di \ 
| nmrPipe -fn YTP \ 
| nmrPipe -fn POLY -auto \ 
-out hsqc.dat -ov 
sleep 1 
 
NMRPipe file to convert NMRPipe data to NMRViewJ data, filename: nvconv.nv 
#!/bin/csh 
nmrPipe -in hsqc.dat \ 
|pipe2xyz -out hsqc_subE.nv -nv 
sleep 2 
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APPENDIX III 
 

Complete DNA and Protein Sequences for mCherry-2A-PB92 Chimera 
 
 

DNA sequence of the mCherry-2A Chimera with NdeI restriction site.  This sequence can be 
added to the beginning of any gene of interest to co-express mCherry. 

 
CATATGATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGGATAACATGGCCATCATCAAGGAGTTCATGCGCTTCAAGGTGCACATGGA

GGGCTCCGTGAACGGCCACGAGTTCGAGATCGAGGGCGAGGGCGAGGGCCGCCCCTACGAGGGCACCCAGACCGCCA

AGCTGAAGGTGACCAAGGGTGGCCCCCTGCCCTTCGCCTGGGACATCCTGTCCCCTCAGTTCATGTACGGCTCCAAG

GCCTACGTGAAGCACCCCGCCGACATCCCCGACTACTTGAAGCTGTCCTTCCCCGAGGGCTTCAAGTGGGAGCGCGT

GATGAACTTCGAGGACGGCGGCGTGGTGACCGTGACCCAGGACTCCTCCCTGCAGGACGGCGAGTTCATCTACAAGG

TGAAGCTGCGCGGCACCAACTTCCCCTCCGACGGCCCCGTAATGCAGAAGAAGACCATGGGCTGGGAGGCCTCCTCC

GAGCGGATGTACCCCGAGGACGGCGCCCTGAAGGGCGAGATCAAGCAGAGGCTGAAGCTGAAGGACGGCGGCCACTA

CGACGCTGAGGTCAAGACCACCTACAAGGCCAAGAAGCCCGTGCAGCTGCCCGGCGCCTACAACGTCAACATCAAGT

TGGACATCACCTCCCACAACGAGGACTACACCATCGTGGAACAGTACGAACGCGCCGAGGGCCGCCACTCCACCGGC

GGCATGGACGAGCTGTACAAGTTGCTGGCAATCCACCCAACTGAAGCCAGACACAAACAGAAAATTGTGGCACCGGT

GAAACAGACTTTGAATTTTGACCTTCTCAAGTTGGCGGGAGACGTCGAGTCCAACCCTGGGCCC 

 
Amino acid sequence of the mCherry-2A-PB92 Chimera.  Red-bold sequence is mCherry, 

unbold sequence is 2A-like, and blue-bold sequence is Subtilisin PB92. 
 

MVSKGEEDNMAIIKEFMRFKVHMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLPFAWDILSPQFMYGSKAY

VKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQDGEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMGWEASSER

MYPEDGALKGEIKQRLKLKDGGHYDAEVKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYNVNIKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAEGRHSTGGM

DELYKLLAIHPTEARHKQKIVAPVKQTLNFDLLKLAGDVESNPGPMKKPLGKIVASTALLISVAFSSSIASAAEEAK

EKYLIGFNEQEAVSEFVEQVEANDEVAILSEEEEVEIELLHEFETIPVLSVELSPEDVDALELDPAISYIEEDAEVT

TMAQSVPWGISRVQAPAAHNRGLTGSGVKVAVLDTGISTHPDLNIRGGASFVPGEPSTQDGNGHGTHVAGTIAALNN

SIGVLGVAPNAELYAVKVLGASGSGSVSSIAQGLEWAGNNGMHVANLSLGSPSPSATLEQAVNSATSRGVLVVAASG

NSGAGSISYPARYANAMAVGATDQNNNRASFSQYGAGLDIVAPGVNVQSTYPGSTYASLNGTSMATPHVAGAAALVK

QKNPSWSNVQIRNHLKNTATSLGSTNLYGSGLVNAEAATRHHHHHH 
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APPENDIX IV 
 

Mathematica 8 Notebooks for NMR Data Analysis and Illustrations 
 

 Several of the characters appear as symbols in the word processor version of the text, but 
when this text is copied into Mathematica 8 the symbols will be recognized and appear correctly. 
 
NMR Data Processing Notebook 
 
 
HSQC = Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/T2Data/HSQC.csv","Data"]; 
Structure=Import["/Users/mliszka/Documents/ResearchFiles/Subtilisins/SubE/1scj_mat_coords.txt","D
ata"]; 
SubE100CaA =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubEAssigned.csv","Data"]; 
SubE100CaA10 =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubEA_10.csv","Data"]; 
SubE100CaA20 =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubEA_20.csv","Data"]; 
SubE100CaACross =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubEA_0_10.csv","Data"]; 
SubE100CaSubE10Ca =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_100Ca_SubE_10Ca.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_0.csv","Data"]; 
SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_100Ca_SubE10Ca40C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca25C325C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_25C32_5C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca325C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_0_32_5C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca325C40C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_32_5C40C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca40C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_0_40C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca40C50C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_40C50C.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca50C =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_0_50C.csv","Data"]; 
SubESubE250Gu  =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_SubE250Gu.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca250Gu =  Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10Ca_250Gu.csv","Data"]; 
SubE250mM1MGu  = Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE250mM1M.csv","Data"]; 
SubE10Ca1MGu = Import["/Users/mliszka/Desktop/SubE_10mMCa_1MGu.csv","Data"]; 
SASA = Import["/Users/mliszka/Documents/ResearchFiles/Subtilisins/SubE/SASA_1scj.csv","Data"]; 
 
 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[SubE100CaSubE10Ca[[All,3]],-2]], 
Array[EuclideanDistance[SubE100CaA[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca[[#,2]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5},SubE10Ca[[SubE100CaSu
bE10Ca[[#,4]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5}]&,Length[SubE100CaSubE10Ca]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,0.15}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆ppm (Δ∆δH+Δ∆δNH/5)"},LabelStyle-
>{20}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.02}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
Mean[%%[[All,2]]] 
StandardDeviation[%%%[[All,2]]] 
 
0.0218006 
0.0139619 
(*SubEShiftsTemp = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[All,3]],-2]], 
Array[EuclideanDistance[SubE100CaA[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,2]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5},SubE10Ca40C[[SubE1
00CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,4]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5}]&,Length[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
SubEShiftSlopeTemp = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[All,3]],-2]], Array[-
Abs[(SubE10Ca40C[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,4]]+1,4]]-
8.1)]+Abs[(SubE100CaA[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,2]]+1,4]]-
8.1)]&,Length[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[SubEShiftsTemp[[#,1]]-
>SubEShiftsTemp[[#,2]]&,Length[SubEShiftsTemp]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,0.25}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆ppm (Δ∆δH+Δ∆δNH/5)"},LabelStyle-
>{16}],Plot[{Mean[%%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%%[[All,2]]]},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.02}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
Mean[%%%[[All,2]] 
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StandardDeviation[%%%%[[All,2]]]*) 
 
Histogram[DeleteCases[SubETempInten[[All,2]],0],10,PlotRange->{{-2,3},{0,120}},Frame-
>True,AspectRatio->1,ChartLayout->"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{Lighter[Gray] 
(*RGBColor[1,.2,.2]*)},Axes->False,FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,120,20,4],LinTicks[0,120,20,4,ShowTickLabels->False]},{LinTicks[-
2,3,1,2],LinTicks[-2,3,1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle->AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize-

>227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ Intensity","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle->{12}] 
 
Histogram[Inten20[[All,2]],25,PlotRange->{{-2,3},{0,120}},Frame->True,AspectRatio->1,ChartLayout-
>"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{Darker[Gray](*RGBColor[1,.5,0]*)},Axes->False,FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,120,20,4],LinTicks[0,120,20,4,ShowTickLabels->False]},{LinTicks[-
2,3,1,2],LinTicks[-2,3,1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle->AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize-

>227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ Intensity","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle->{12}] 
 
Histogram[Log[10,SubE1MGuHClInten[[All,2]]],8,PlotRange->{{-2,3},{0,120}},Frame-
>True,AspectRatio->1,ChartLayout->"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{White 
(*RGBColor[.25,.25,.65]*)},Axes->False,FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,120,20,4],LinTicks[0,120,20,4,ShowTickLabels->False]},{LinTicks[-
2,3,1,2],LinTicks[-2,3,1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle->AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize-

>227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ Intensity","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle->{12}] 
 
 
Histogram[DeleteCases[SubETempShifts[[All,2]],0],25,PlotRange->{{-0.01,.51},{0,80}},Frame-
>True,AspectRatio->1,ChartLayout->"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{Red (*RGBColor[1,.2,.2]*)},Axes-
>False,FrameTicks->{{LinTicks[0,80,20,4],LinTicks[0,80,20,4,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2],LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle-

>AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize->227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ ppm","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle-
>{12}] 
 
Histogram[Shifts20[[All,2]],10,PlotRange->{{0,.5},{0,80}},Frame->True,AspectRatio->1,ChartLayout-
>"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{Orange(*RGBColor[1,.5,0]*)},Axes->False,FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,80,20,4],LinTicks[0,80,20,4,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2],LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle-

>AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize->227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ ppm","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle-
>{12}] 
 
Histogram[SubE1MGuHClShifts[[All,2]],6,PlotRange->{{0,.5},{0,80}},Frame->True,AspectRatio-
>1,ChartLayout->"Overlapped",ChartStyle->{Green(*RGBColor[.25,.25,.65]*)},Axes->False,FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,80,20,4],LinTicks[0,80,20,4,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2],LinTicks[0,0.5,.1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]}},FrameStyle-

>AbsoluteThickness[0.6],ImageSize->227,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ ppm","Number of Residues"},LabelStyle-
>{12}] 
 
(*Histogram[Inten20[[All,2]],15,PlotRange->{{-2,3},{0,120}},Frame->True,AspectRatio-

>1,ChartStyle->RGBColor[1,.5,0],LabelStyle->{22},FrameLabel->{"Chemical Shift Perturbation, Δ∆δ"}] 
Histogram[Log[10,SubE1MGuHClInten[[All,2]]],8,PlotRange->{{0,120},{-2,3}},Frame->True,ChartStyle-
>RGBColor[.25,.25,.65],AspectRatio->1,LabelStyle->{22},BarOrigin->Left(*,FrameLabel->{"Chemical 

Shift Perturbation, Δ∆δ"}*)] 
Log[10,SubE1MGuHClInten[[All,2]]]*) 
 
 
ListPlot[SubEShiftSlopeTemp,PlotRange->Full] 
Mean[SubEShiftSlopeTemp[[All,2]]] 
StandardDeviation[SubEShiftSlopeTemp[[All,2]]] 
ListPlot::lpn: SubEShiftSlopeTemp is not a list of numbers or pairs of numbers. >> 
ListPlot[SubEShiftSlopeTemp,PlotRange->Full] 
Symbol::argx: Symbol called with 0 arguments; 1 argument is expected. >> 
Mean[Symbol[]] 
Symbol::argx: Symbol called with 0 arguments; 1 argument is expected. >> 
StandardDeviation[Symbol[]] 
 
SubEGuHCl = Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[SubESubE250Gu[[All,3]],-2]], 
Array[EuclideanDistance[SubE100CaA[[SubESubE250Gu[[#,2]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5},SubE10Ca250Gu[[SubESubE25
0Gu[[#,4]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5}]&,Length[SubESubE250Gu]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-
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>{{0,275},{0,0.25}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆ppm (Δ∆δH+Δ∆δNH/5)"},LabelStyle-
>{16}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.02}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
Mean[SubEGuHCl[[All,2]]] 
 
0.0163046 
SubE250Cross = SparseArray[SubESubE250Gu[[All,4]]+1->SubESubE250Gu[[All,3]]]; 
SubE250mM1MGuAssig = 
Transpose[{SubE250mM1MGu[[All,2]],DeleteCases[SubE250Cross[[SubE250mM1MGu[[All,2]]+1]],0],SubE250
mM1MGu[[All,4]]}]; 
SortBy[%[[All,1;;2]],Last]; 
 
 
SubE1MGuHClShifts  = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[All,2]]],-
2]], 
Array[EuclideanDistance[SubE10Ca250Gu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[#,1]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5},SubE10Ca1MGu[[Sub
E250mM1MGuAssig[[#,3]]+1,4;;5]]/{1,5}]&,Length[SubE250mM1MGuAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle->{Green 
(*RGBColor[0,.5,1]*)},AspectRatio->1/3,ImageSize->510,Frame->True,FrameStyle-
>AbsoluteThickness[0.8],FrameTicks->{{LinTicks[0,.25,.1,4],LinTicks[0,.25,.1,4,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,275,50,5],LinTicks[0,275,50,5,ShowTickLabels->False]}},PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,0.25}},FrameLabel->{(*"Residue Number"*),"Δ∆ppm"(* (Δ∆δH+Δ∆δNH/5)"*)},LabelStyle-
>{16}](*,Plot[{Quantile[%[[All,2]],{.05,.95}],Mean[%[[All,2]]](*+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]*)}
,{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[0,.5,1]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.02}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,7]],ListPlot[(-
GdmFResi[[All,2]]+WatFResi[[All,2]]),PlotStyle->{PointSize[0.005]},AspectRatio->1/3,PlotRange-
>Full]*)] 
 
 
SubE1MGuHClInten  = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[All,2]]],-
2]], Array[ 
(SubE10Ca1MGu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[#,3]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca1MGu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[All,3]]+1,2
]]])/(SubE10Ca250Gu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[#,1]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca250Gu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[All,
1]]+1,2]]]) 
&,Length[SubE250mM1MGuAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->Log[10,%[[#,2]]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{Green(*RGBColor[.5,1,1]*)},AspectRatio->1/3,ImageSize->510,Frame->True,FrameStyle-
>AbsoluteThickness[0.6],FrameTicks->{{LinTicks[-2,3,1,2],LinTicks[-2,3,1,2,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,275,50,5],LinTicks[0,275,50,5,ShowTickLabels->False]}},PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{-2,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I" (*Log((Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, 
mean])/( 
SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/ 
SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"*)},LabelStyle-
>{16}](*,Plot[{Quantile[Log[10,%[[All,2]]],{.05,.95}],Mean[Log[10,%[[All,2]]]](*+StandardDeviatio
n[%[[All,2]]]*)},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[.5,1,1]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[Abs[%],Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,#/10}+{1,0}*Flatten[Take[SortBy[Abs[Log[10,%]],Last],{-#}]]]&,10]],ListPlot[8*(-
GdmFResi[[All,2]]+WatFResi[[All,2]]),PlotStyle->{PointSize[0.005]},AspectRatio->1/3,PlotRange-
>Full]*)] 
 
Mean[Log[10,SubE1MGuHClInten[[All,2]]]] 
StandardDeviation[Log[10,SubE1MGuHClInten[[All,2]]]] 
 
 
SubE10Ca250Gu[[SubE250mM1MGuAssig[[10,1]]+1,4]] 
ListPlot[SubEShiftSlope1MGu,PlotRange->Full] 
Mean[SubEShiftSlope1MGu[[All,2]]] 
StandardDeviation[SubEShiftSlope1MGu[[All,2]]] 
9.40906 
ListPlot::lpn: SubEShiftSlope1MGu is not a list of numbers or pairs of numbers. >> 
ListPlot[SubEShiftSlope1MGu,PlotRange->Full] 
Symbol::argx: Symbol called with 0 arguments; 1 argument is expected. >> 
Mean[Symbol[]] 
Symbol::argx: Symbol called with 0 arguments; 1 argument is expected. >> 
StandardDeviation[Symbol[]] 
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(*SubETempInt = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[All,3]],-2]], Array[ 
(SubE10Ca40C[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,4]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca40C[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[All,4]]+1
,2]]])/(SubE100CaA[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[#,2]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE100CaA[[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C[[All,
2]]+1,2]]])&,Length[SubE100CaSubE10Ca40C]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[0/255,0/255,153/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I ((Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, 
mean])/(SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"},LabelStyle-
>{16}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]](*+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]*)},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[0/255,00/255,153/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.1}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
Mean[SubETempInt[[All,2]]] 
StandardDeviation[SubETempInt[[All,2]]]*) 
SubE10Ca25CCross = SparseArray[SubE100CaSubE10Ca [[All,4]]+1->SubE100CaSubE10Ca [[All,3]]]; 
SubE10Ca25C325CAssig = 
Transpose[{SubE10Ca25C325C[[All,2]],SubE10Ca25CCross[[SubE10Ca25C325C[[All,2]]+1]],SubE10Ca25C325
C[[All,4]]}]; 
SubETemp25Peaks = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,2]]],
-2]], Array[ 
SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[#,1]]+1,4;;5]]&,Length[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
SubETemp25C32CInt = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,2]]],
-2]], Array[ 
(SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[#,3]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,3]]
+1,2]]])/(SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[#,1]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,1]
]+1,2]]])&,Length[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[251/255,106/255,74/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I ((Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, 
mean])/(SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"},LabelStyle-
>{22}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]](*,Mean[%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]*)},{x,0,275},PlotS
tyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[251/255,106/255,74/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.1}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
 
SubE10Ca325CCross = SparseArray[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig [[All,3]]+1->SubE10Ca25C325CAssig 
[[All,2]]]; 
SubE10Ca325C40CAssig = 
Transpose[{SubE10Ca325C40C[[All,2]],SubE10Ca325CCross[[SubE10Ca325C40C[[All,2]]+1]],SubE10Ca325C4
0C[[All,4]]}]; 
SubETemp325C40CInt = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE10Ca325C40CAssig[[All,2]]],
-2]], Array[ 
(SubE10Ca40C[[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig[[#,3]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca40C[[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig[[All,3]]+1
,2]]])/(SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig[[#,1]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig[[
All,1]]+1,2]]])&,Length[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[222/255,45/255,38/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I ((Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, 
mean])/(SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"},LabelStyle-
>{22}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]](*,Mean[%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]*)},{x,0,275},PlotS
tyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[222/255,45/255,38/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.1}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
 
SubE10Ca40CCross = SparseArray[SubE10Ca325C40CAssig [[All,3]]+1->SubE10Ca325C40CAssig [[All,2]]]; 
SubE10Ca40C50CAssig = 
Transpose[{SubE10Ca40C50C[[All,2]],SubE10Ca40CCross[[SubE10Ca40C50C[[All,2]]+1]],SubE10Ca40C50C[[
All,4]]}]; 
SubETemp50CPeak = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,2]]],-
2]], Array[ 
SubE10Ca50C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[#,3]]+1,4;;5]]&,Length[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
SubETemp40C50CInt = 
Quiet[DeleteCases[Transpose[{ToExpression[StringDrop[Map[ToString,SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,2]]],-
2]], Array[ 
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(SubE10Ca50C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[#,3]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca50C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,3]]+1,2
]]])/(SubE10Ca40C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[#,1]]+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca40C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,1]
]+1,2]]])&,Length[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig]]}],{$Failed,_}]]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255]},AspectRatio->1/4,Frame->True,PlotRange-

>{{0,275},{0,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I ((Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, 
mean])/(SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"},LabelStyle-
>{22}],Plot[{Mean[%[[All,2]]],Mean[%[[All,2]]]+StandardDeviation[%[[All,2]]]},{x,0,275},PlotStyle
->Darker[RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.1}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]] 
 
 
SubETempInten = DeleteCases[Transpose[{SparseArray[{SubETemp325C40CInt[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp325C40CInt[[All,1]]}],Log[10,SparseArray[{SubETemp325C40CInt[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp325C40CInt[[All,2]]}]*SparseArray[{SubETemp40C50CInt[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp40C50CInt[[All,2]]}]]}],{_,Indeterminate}]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{Lighter[Gray](*RGBColor[102/255,0/255,0/255]*)},AspectRatio->1/5,ImageSize->510,Frame-
>True,FrameStyle->AbsoluteThickness[0.8],FrameTicks->{{LinTicks[-2,3,1,2],LinTicks[-
2,3,1,2,ShowTickLabels->False]},{LinTicks[0,275,50,5],LinTicks[0,275,50,5,ShowTickLabels-

>False]}},PlotRange->{{0,275},{-2,3}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆I" (* Log((Subscript[I, 
i]/Subscript[I, mean])/( 
SubsuperscriptBox[I, i, 0]/ 
SubsuperscriptBox[I, mean, 0]))"*)},LabelStyle-
>{12}](*,(*Plot[{Quantile[{Log[10,SubETempInten[[All,2]]]},{.05,.95}]},{x,0,275},PlotStyle-
>Darker[RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255]]],*)Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,1}+{1,0}*Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]*)] 
 
 
Length[SubETempInten] 
Shifts25 = ReplacePart[Transpose[{SparseArray[SubETemp25Peaks[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp25Peaks[[All,2,1]]],SparseArray[SubETemp25Peaks[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp25Peaks[[All,2,2]]]}],{43->{0,0},160->{0,0},186->{0,0},218->{0,0},241->{0,0}}]; 
Shifts50 = ReplacePart[Transpose[{SparseArray[SubETemp50CPeak[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp50CPeak[[All,2,1]]],SparseArray[SubETemp50CPeak[[All,1]]-
>SubETemp50CPeak[[All,2,2]]]}],{218->{0,0}}]; 
SubETempShifts = 
DeleteCases[Array[{#,EuclideanDistance[Shifts25[[#]]/{1,5},Shifts50[[#]]/{1,5}]}&,Length[Shifts25
]],{_,0}]; 
Show[BarChart[SparseArray[Array[%[[#,1]]->%[[#,2]]&,Length[%]]],ChartStyle-
>{(*RGBColor[102/255,0/255,0/255]*)Lighter[Gray]},AspectRatio->1/5,ImageSize->510,Frame-
>True,FrameStyle->AbsoluteThickness[0.8],FrameTicks-
>{{LinTicks[0,.25,.1,4],LinTicks[0,.25,.1,4,ShowTickLabels-
>False]},{LinTicks[0,275,50,5],LinTicks[0,275,50,5,ShowTickLabels->False]}},PlotRangeClipping-

>True,PlotRange->{{0,275},{0,.25}},FrameLabel->{"Residue Number","Δ∆ppm" 
(*(Δ∆δH+Δ∆δNH/5)*)},LabelStyle-
>{12}](*,Plot[{Quantile[%[[All,2]],{.1,.9}],Mean[%],Mean[%]+StandardDeviation[%]},{x,0,275},PlotS
tyle->Darker[RGBColor[102/255,0/255,0/255]]],Graphics[Array[Text[Style[Max[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-
#},1]],14],{0,.02}+Flatten[Take[SortBy[%,Last],{-#}]]]&,10]]*)] 
(*Histogram[DeleteCases[SubETempShifts,0]/25]*) 
Mean[SubETempShifts ] 
 
184 
 
{25822/183,0.0804723} 
0.48/.08 
6. 
BarChart[{SubE10Ca[[61+1,2]],SubE10Ca325C[[70+1,2]],SubE10Ca40C[[73+1,2]],SubE10Ca50C[[77+1,2]]},
PlotRange->{{0.5,4.5},{0,25}},Frame->True,AspectRatio->2,FrameTicks-
>{{Automatic,None},{{{1,25},{2,32.5},{3,40},{4,50}},None}},FrameLabel->{"Temperature 
(°C)","Intensity"},LabelStyle->{24},ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[252/255,174/255,145/255],RGBColor[251/255,106/255,74/255],RGBColor[222/255,45/255,38/2
55],RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255]}] 
 
BarChart[{SubE10Ca[[61+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]],SubE10Ca325C[[70
+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,3]]+1,2]]],SubE10Ca40C[[73+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10C
a40C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]],SubE10Ca50C[[77+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca50C[[SubE10Ca40C50CA
ssig[[All,3]]+1,2]]]},PlotRange->{{0.5,4.5},{0,2}},Frame->True,AspectRatio->2,FrameTicks-
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>{{Automatic,None},{{{1,25},{2,32.5},{3,40},{4,50}},None}},FrameLabel->{"Temperature 
(°C)","Intensity (Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, mean])"},LabelStyle->{24},ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[252/255,174/255,145/255],RGBColor[251/255,106/255,74/255],RGBColor[222/255,45/255,38/2
55],RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255]}] 
 
BarChart[{Log[(SubE10Ca325C[[70+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca325C[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,3]]+1,2]]])/(S
ubE10Ca[[61+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]])],Log[(SubE10Ca40C[[73+1,2]
]/Mean[SubE10Ca40C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]])/(SubE10Ca[[61+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca[[SubE1
0Ca25C325CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]])],Log[(SubE10Ca50C[[77+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca50C[[SubE10Ca40C50CAssi
g[[All,3]]+1,2]]])/(SubE10Ca[[61+1,2]]/Mean[SubE10Ca[[SubE10Ca25C325CAssig[[All,1]]+1,2]]])]},Plo
tRange->{{0.5,3.5},{-2,2}},Frame->True,AspectRatio->8/3,FrameTicks-

>{{Automatic,None},{{{1,7.5},{2,15},{3,25}},None}},FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ Temperature (°C)","Δ∆Intensity 
Log[(Subscript[I, i]/Subscript[I, mean])/(Subscript[I, 0,i]/Subscript[I, 0,mean])]"},LabelStyle-
>{24},ChartStyle-
>{RGBColor[251/255,106/255,74/255],RGBColor[222/255,45/255,38/255],RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255
]}] 
 
 
BarChart[{{0,10,37,9,6,0}},ChartStyle-
>{Black,Green,RGBColor[165/255,15/255,21/255],RGBColor[51/255,20/255,200/255],Orange},AspectRatio
->1,Axes->{True,True}] 
 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClInten]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubETempInten[[#,1]]-
>SubETempInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempInten]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,3},{0,3}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[Inten20[[#,1]]->Inten20[[#,2]]&,Length[Inten20]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubETempInten[[#,1]]-
>SubETempInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempInten]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,3},{0,3}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[Inten20[[#,1]]->Inten20[[#,2]]&,Length[Inten20]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClInten]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,3},{0,3}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClShifts]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubETempShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubETempShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempShifts]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,0.25},{0,0.25}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[Shifts20[[#,1]]->Shifts20[[#,2]]&,Length[Shifts20]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubETempShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubETempShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempShifts]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,0.25},{0,0.25}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[Shifts20[[#,1]]->Shifts20[[#,2]]&,Length[Shifts20]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClShifts]]]}],PlotRange-
>{{0,0.25},{0,0.25}},AspectRatio->1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClInten]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClShifts]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,3},{0,0.25}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[Inten20[[#,1]]->Inten20[[#,2]]&,Length[Inten20]]], 
SparseArray[Array[Shifts20[[#,1]]->Shifts20[[#,2]]&,Length[Shifts20]]]}],PlotRange-
>{{0,3},{0,.25}},AspectRatio->1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
ListPlot[Transpose[{SparseArray[Array[SubETempInten[[#,1]]-
>SubETempInten[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempInten]]], 
SparseArray[Array[SubETempShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubETempShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempShifts]]]}],PlotRange->{{0,3},{0,.25}},AspectRatio-
>1,PlotStyle->PointSize[0.015]] 
 
 
BoxWhiskerChart[{SubE1MGuHClShifts[[All,2]],SubETempInten[[All,2]],Inten20[[All,2]]},ChartStyle-
>Black,LabelStyle->22] 
BoxWhiskerChart[{SubE1MGuHClShifts[[All,2]],SubETempShifts[[All,2]],Shifts20[[All,2]]},ChartStyle
->Gray,LabelStyle->22] 
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TempShifts = SparseArray[Array[SubETempShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubETempShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubETempShifts]]]; 
GdmShifts = SparseArray[Array[SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,1]]-
>SubE1MGuHClShifts[[#,2]]&,Length[SubE1MGuHClShifts]]]; 
DMForderShifts  =SparseArray[Array[Shifts20[[#,1]]->Shifts20[[#,2]]&,Length[Shifts20]]]; 
{{0,.34},{Total[GdmShifts[[128;;132]]],1.5},{Total[TempShifts[[128;;132]]],0.97},{Total[DMForderS
hifts[[128;;132]]],7.9}} 
model = A*Exp[B x]; 
FindFit[%%,{A*Exp[B x]},{A,B},x] 
Show[ 
ListLogPlot[{{0,.34},{Total[GdmShifts[[128;;132]]],1.5},{Total[TempShifts[[128;;132]]],0.97},{Tot
al[DMForderShifts[[128;;132]]],7.9}},PlotRange->{{-.04,.6},{.2,20}},PlotMarkers-
>{Graphics[{Disk[{0,0},Scaled[.05]]}]},LabelStyle->{26},FrameStyle->Thick,FrameLabel-

>{"∑(Δ∆ppm)","Subscript[K, M]"},PlotStyle->{PointSize[0.05],Black},Frame->True,AspectRatio->1], 
 
LogPlot[0.35*Exp[5.5x],{x,-0.05,.6},PlotStyle->{Gray,Dashed}], 
 
Graphics[{Line[{{.02,-1.1},{.075,-1.25}}],Text[Style["25 °C",18],{.11,-1.3}],Line[{{.24,-
0.21},{.19,-.55}}],Line[{{.09,-0.21},{.13,-.55}}],Text[Style["50 °C",18],{.16,-
0.65}],Line[{{.175,0.6},{.13,1.1}}],Line[{{.04,0.6},{.085,1.1}}],Text[Style["1M 
GdmCl",18],{.11,1.2}],Line[{{.52,2.15},{.39,2.5}}],Line[{{.18,2.15},{.31,2.5}}],Text[Style["20% 
DMF",18],{.35,2.6}]}], 
 
ListLogPlot[{{0,.34},{GdmShifts[[102]],1.5},{TempShifts[[102]],0.97},{DMForderShifts[[102]],7.9}}

,PlotRange->{{-.05,.6},{.2,20}},LabelStyle->{24},FrameStyle->Thick,FrameLabel->{"Δ∆ ppm, Residue 
102","Subscript[K, M]"},PlotMarkers->{Graphics[{Thick,Circle[{0,0},Scaled[.05]]}]},PlotStyle-
>{PointSize[0.05],Black},Frame->True,AspectRatio->1], 
 
LogPlot[0.35*Exp[19x],{x,-0.05,.6},PlotStyle->{Gray,Dashed}], 
ImageSize-> 600(*,Graphics[{Line[{{.002,-0.9},{.015,-.4}}],Text[Style["25 °C",18],{.02,-
.2}],Line[{{.275,-0.2},{.33,-.7}}],Text[Style["50 °C",18],{.35,-
0.95}],Line[{{.175,0.6},{.13,1.1}}],Text[Style["1M 
GdmCl",18],{.13,1.3}],Line[{{.55,1.9},{.53,1.4}}],Text[Style["20% DMF",18],{.53,1.15}]}]*)] 
{{0,0.34},{0.191887,1.5},{0.259633,0.97},{0.548846,7.9}} 
{A->0.309029,B->5.90164} 
 
Needs["ErrorBarPlots`"] 
P6sites = {104,128,129,130}; 
P5sites = {102,103,104,128}; 
P4sites = {96,100,101,102,103,104,107,126,128}; 
P3sites = {100,101,126}; 
P2sites = {64,125,33,96,100}; 
P1sites = {64,125,127,154,155,219,220,221,126,152,156,166,169}; 
PMarks = 
{Graphics[{Cyan,Disk[{0,0},Scaled[.06]],Black,Circle[{0,0},Scaled[.06]]}],Graphics[{EdgeForm[Blac
k],Red,Rectangle[Scaled[{.44,.44}],Scaled[{.56,.56}]]}],Graphics[{EdgeForm[Black],Green,Rectangle
[Scaled[{.44,.44}],Scaled[{.56,.56}]]}],Graphics[{Orange,Disk[{0,0},Scaled[.06]],Black,Circle[{0,
0},Scaled[.06]]}]}; 
GraphicsGrid[{{Show[ListLogLinearPlot[{{{.34,0}},{{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P6sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]
}},{{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P6sites]]]/Mean[TempShifts]}},{{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P6sites]]]/Me
an[DMForderShifts]}}},PlotRange->{{0.2,20},{-.1,3.5}},PlotMarkers->PMarks,LabelStyle-
>{20},FrameStyle->Thick,Frame->True,AspectRatio->1],Graphics[Text[Style["P6 Binding 
Site",18],Scaled[{.3,.8}]]],LogLinearPlot[model/.P6fit,{x,0.2,20},PlotStyle-
>{Gray,Dashed}]],Show[ListLogLinearPlot[{{{.34,0}},{{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P5sites]]]/Mean[GdmShift
s]}},{{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P5sites]]]/Mean[TempShifts]}},{{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P5sites]]]/
Mean[DMForderShifts]}}},PlotRange->{{0.2,20},{-.1,3.5}},PlotMarkers->PMarks,LabelStyle-
>{20},FrameStyle->Thickness[0.0045],Frame->True,AspectRatio->1],Graphics[Text[Style["P5 Binding 
Site",22],Scaled[{.3,.8}]]],LogLinearPlot[model/.P5fit,{x,0.2,20},PlotStyle->{Gray,Dashed}]], 
Show[ListLogLinearPlot[{{{.34,0}},{{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P4sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]}},{{0.97,Mean[
TempShifts[[P4sites]]]/Mean[TempShifts]}},{{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P4sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShif
ts]}}},PlotRange->{{0.2,20},{-.1,3.5}},PlotMarkers->PMarks,LabelStyle->{20},FrameStyle-
>Thick,Frame->True,AspectRatio->1],Graphics[Text[Style["P4 Binding 
Site",18],Scaled[{.3,.8}]]],LogLinearPlot[model/.P4fit,{x,0.2,20},PlotStyle-
>{Gray,Dashed}]]},{Show[ListLogLinearPlot[{{{.34,0}},{{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P3sites]]]/Mean[GdmShi
fts]}},{{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P3sites]]]/Mean[TempShifts]}},{{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P3sites]]
]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}}},PlotRange->{{0.2,20},{-.1,3.5}},PlotMarkers->PMarks,LabelStyle-
>{20},FrameStyle->Thickness[0.0045],Frame->True,AspectRatio->1],Graphics[Text[Style["P3 Binding 
Site",22],Scaled[{.3,.8}]]],LogLinearPlot[model/.P3fit,{x,0.2,20},PlotStyle-
>{Gray,Dashed,Thickness[0.006]}]],Show[ListLogLinearPlot[{{{.34,0}},{{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P2sites
]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]}},{{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P2sites]]]/Mean[TempShifts]}},{{7.9,Mean[DMForderSh
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ifts[[P2sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}}},PlotRange->{{0.2,20},{-.1,3.5}},PlotMarkers-
>PMarks,LabelStyle->{20},FrameStyle->Thickness[0.0045],Frame->True,AspectRatio-
>1],Graphics[Text[Style["P2 Binding 
Site",22],Scaled[{.3,.8}]]],LogLinearPlot[model/.P2fit,{x,0.2,20},PlotStyle-
>{Gray,Dashed,Thickness[0.006]}]]}}] 
 
(*model = A+B Log[x]; 
P6fit = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P6sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P6sites]
]]/Mean[TempShifts]},{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P6sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P6fit2 = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P6sites]]]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P6sites]]]},{7.9,Mean[DM
ForderShifts[[P6sites]]]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P5fit = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P5sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P5sites]
]]/Mean[TempShifts]},{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P5sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P4fit = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P4sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P4sites]
]]/Mean[TempShifts]},{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P4sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P3fit = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P3sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P3sites]
]]/Mean[TempShifts]},{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P3sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P2fit = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P2sites]]]/Mean[GdmShifts]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P2sites]
]]/Mean[TempShifts]},{7.9,Mean[DMForderShifts[[P2sites]]]/Mean[DMForderShifts]}},model,{A,B},x] 
P2fit2 = 
FindFit[{{.34,0},{1.5,Mean[GdmShifts[[P2sites]]]},{0.97,Mean[TempShifts[[P2sites]]]},{7.9,Mean[DM
ForderShifts[[P2sites]]]}},model,{A,B},x]*) 
 
Show[ListPlot[{{-6,.906},{-5,1.04},{-4,.589},{-3,.316},{-2,.212}},PlotRange->{{-6.25,-
1.75},{.1,1.1}},PlotStyle->{Black,PointSize[0.03]},ImageSize->800,LabelStyle->{30},FrameStyle-
>AbsoluteThickness[1.2],FrameTicks->{{LinTicks,None},{{{-6,"P6"},{-5,"P5"},{-4,"P4"},{-3,"P3"},{-
2,"P2"}},None}},FrameLabel->{"Substrate Binding Site",},Frame->True,AspectRatio-
>3/4],Graphics[{Gray,Dashing[{.02,.02}],Thickness[0.006],BSplineCurve[{{-6,.906},{-5,1.04},{-
4,.589},{-3,.316},{-2,.212}}]}]] 
 
ListPlot[Transpose[{{Mean[AmideBfact[[P6sites]]],Mean[AmideBfact[[P5sites]]],Mean[AmideBfact[[P4s
ites]]],Mean[AmideBfact[[P3sites]]],Mean[AmideBfact[[P2sites]]]},{38,33,55,80,110}}],Frame-
>True,FrameTicks->{{Range[0,100,10],None},{Automatic,None}}] 
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2D Graphics Notebook 
 
 
Helix = Function[{X,Y},{Line[{{(X-8),Y-2},{(X-8),Y+2}}],Line[{{X-8,Y+2},{X+24,Y+2}}], 
Line[{{X-8,Y-2},{X+24,Y-2}}],Circle[{(X+24),Y},{1,2}]}]; 
Sheet = Function[{X,Y},{Line[{{X-4,Y+1},{X-4,Y+2},{X-8,Y},{X-4,Y-2},{X-4,Y-1}}],Line[{{X-4,Y-
1},{X+24.5,Y-1}}],Line[{{X-4,Y+1},{X+24.5,Y+1}}],Line[{{X+24.5,Y+1},{X+24.5,Y-1}}]}]; 
SmHelix = {Line[{{-22,-19},{-22,-18},{-24,-20},{-22,-22},{-22,-21}}],Line[{{-22,-19},{-16,-19},{-
16,-21},{-22,-21}}]}; 
SmHelixRev = {Line[{{-14,-27},{-14,-26},{-12,-28},{-14,-30},{-14,-29}}],Line[{{-14,-27},{-24,-
27},{-24,-29},{-14,-29}}]}; 
VR9 = Reverse[{Line[{{-8,4},{-16,4}}],Line[{{-16,4},{-20,4},{-20,8}}],Line[{{-20,8},{-
20,16}}],Line[{{-20,16},{-20,24}}],Line[{{-20,24},{-20,32}}],Line[{{-20,32},{-20,40}}],Line[{{-
20,40},{-20,44},{-16,44}}],Line[{{-16,44},{-8,44}}]}]; 
VR7 = Reverse[{Line[{{-8,20},{-10,20}}],Line[{{-10,20},{-12,20}}],Line[{{-12,20},{-
12,23}}],Line[{{-12,23},{-12,26}}],Line[{{-12,26},{-12,29}}],Line[{{-12,29},{-12,32}}],Line[{{-
12,32},{-12,35}}],Line[{{-12,35},{-12,36},{-11,36}}],Line[{{-11,36},{-8,36}}]}]; 
 
VR5 = Reverse[{Line[{{-8,28},{-11,28}}],Line[{{-11,28},{-14,28}}],Line[{{-14,28},{-
16,28}}],Line[{{-16,28},{-16,31}}],Line[{{-16,31},{-16,34}}],Line[{{-16,34},{-16,37}}],Line[{{-
16,37},{-16,40}}],Line[{{-16,40},{-16,43}}],Line[{{-16,43},{-16,46}}],Line[{{-16,46},{-
16,49}}],Line[{{-16,49},{-16,52}}],Line[{{-16,52},{-14,52}}],Line[{{-14,52},{-12,52}}],Line[{{-
12,52},{-8,52}}]}]; 
 
VR10 =Reverse[{Line[{{24,44},{40,44},{40,33}}],Line[{{40,33},{40,6}}],Line[{{40,6},{40,-4},{24,-
4}}]}]; 
VR8 = 
Reverse[{Line[{{24,36},{36,36},{36,29}}],Line[{{36,29},{36,10}}],Line[{{36,10},{36,4},{24,4}}]}]; 
VR4 = 
{Line[{{24,28},{28,28},{28,24}}],Line[{{28,24},{21,24}}],Line[{{21,24},{14,24}}],Line[{{14,24},{7
,24}}],Line[{{7,24},{0,24}}],Line[{{0,24},{-7,24}}],Line[{{-7,24},{-14,24}}],Line[{{-14,24},{-
16,24},{-16,19}}],Line[{{-16,19},{-16,12}}],Line[{{-16,12},{-8,12}}]}; 
VR6 = 
Reverse[{Line[{{24,52},{28,52}}],Line[{{28,52},{32,52}}],Line[{{32,52},{32,49}}],Line[{{32,49},{3
2,46}}],Line[{{32,46},{32,43}}],Line[{{32,43},{32,40}}],Line[{{32,40},{32,37}}],Line[{{32,37},{32
,34}}],Line[{{32,34},{32,31}}],Line[{{32,31},{32,28}}],Line[{{32,28},{32,25}}],Line[{{32,25},{32,
22}}],Line[{{32,22},{32,20},{31,20}}],Line[{{31,20},{28,20}}],Line[{{28,20},{24,20}}]}]; 
VR11 = {Line[{{24,-12},{26,-12}}],Line[{{26,-12},{28,-12}}],Line[{{28,-12},{28,-10}}],Line[{{28,-
10},{28,-8}}],Line[{{28,-8},{24,-8}}],Line[{{24,-8},{20,-8}}],Line[{{20,-8},{16,-8}}],Line[{{16,-
8},{12,-8}}],Line[{{12,-8},{8,-8}}],Line[{{8,-8},{4,-8}}],Line[{{4,-8},{0,-8}}],Line[{{0,-8},{-
4,-8}}],Line[{{-4,-8},{-8,-8}}],Line[{{-8,-8},{-12,-8}}],Line[{{-12,-8},{-16,-8}}],Line[{{-16,-
8},{-20,-8}}],Line[{{-20,-8},{-24,-8}}],Line[{{-24,-8},{-24,-4}}],Line[{{-24,-4},{-20,-
4}}],Line[{{-20,-4},{-16,-4}}],Line[{{-16,-4},{-12,-4}}],Line[{{-12,-4},{-8,-4}}]}; 
VR2 = 
{Line[{{24,12},{28,12}}],Line[{{28,12},{32,12}}],Line[{{32,12},{36,12}}],Line[{{36,12},{40,12}}],
Line[{{40,12},{44,12}}],Line[{{44,12},{48,12}}],Line[{{48,12},{48,8}}],Line[{{48,8},{48,4}}],Line
[{{48,4},{48,0}}]}; 
VR15  = {Line[{{-8,-20},{-10,-20}}],Line[{{-10,-20},{-12,-20}}],Line[{{-12,-20},{-14,-
20}}],Line[{{-14,-20},{-16,-20}}]}; 
VR13 = Reverse[{Line[{{-8,-12},{-12,-12}}],Line[{{-12,-12},{-16,-12}}],Line[{{-16,-12},{-20,-
12}}],Line[{{-20,-12},{-20,-16}}],Line[{{-20,-16},{-16,-16}}],Line[{{-16,-16},{-12,-
16}}],Line[{{-12,-16},{-8,-16}}],Line[{{-8,-16},{-4,-16}}],Line[{{-4,-16},{0,-16}}],Line[{{0,-
16},{4,-16}}],Line[{{4,-16},{8,-16}}],Line[{{8,-16},{12,-16}}],Line[{{12,-16},{16,-
16}}],Line[{{16,-16},{20,-16}}],Line[{{20,-16},{24,-16}}],Line[{{24,-16},{28,-16},{28,-
18}}],Line[{{28,-18},{28,-20},{24,-20}}]}]; 
VR16 = {Line[{{-24,-20},{-28,-20}}],Line[{{-28,-20},{-28,-28}}],Line[{{-28,-28},{-24,-28}}]}; 
VR17 = Reverse[{Line[{{-12,-28},{-10,-28}}],Line[{{-10,-28},{-8,-28}}]}]; 
VR18 = {Line[{{24,-28},{28,-28}}],Line[{{28,-28},{28,-30}}],Line[{{28,-30},{28,-32}}],Line[{{28,-
32},{28,-34}}],Line[{{28,-34},{28,-36}}],Line[{{28,-36},{24,-36}}]}; 
VR19 = Reverse[{Line[{{-8,-36},{-12,-36}}],Line[{{-12,-36},{-16,-36}}],Line[{{-16,-36},{-20,-
36}}],Line[{{-20,-36},{-24,-36}}],Line[{{-24,-36},{-28,-36}}],Line[{{-28,-36},{-28,-
40}}],Line[{{-28,-40},{-28,-44}}],Line[{{-28,-44},{-24,-44}}],Line[{{-24,-44},{-20,-
44}}],Line[{{-20,-44},{-16,-44}}],Line[{{-16,-44},{-12,-44}}],Line[{{-12,-44},{-8,-44}}],Line[{{-
8,-44},{-4,-44}}],Line[{{-4,-44},{0,-44}}],Line[{{0,-44},{4,-44}}],Line[{{4,-44},{8,-44}}]}]; 
hB = {Disk[{48,0},{2,1}],Rectangle[{46,0},{50,-2}],Rectangle[{46,-2},{50,-4}],Rectangle[{46,-
4},{50,-6}],Rectangle[{46,-6},{50,-8}]}; 
hBOutline = {Circle[{48,0},{2,1}],Line[{{46,0},{46,-8},{50,-8},{50,0}}]}; 
VR1 = {Line[{{48,-8},{48,-12},{46,-12}}]}; 
hA = {Disk[{46,-12},{1,2}],Rectangle[{44,-10},{46,-14}],Rectangle[{42,-10},{44,-
14}],Rectangle[{40,-10},{42,-14}],Rectangle[{38,-10},{40,-14}],Rectangle[{36,-10},{38,-14}]}; 
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hAOutline = {Line[{{46,-14},{36,-14},{36,-10},{46,-10}}],Circle[{46,-12},{1,2}],Circle[{32,-
25},{1,1}]}; 
Nterm = {Line[{{36,-12},{32,-12}}],Line[{{32,-12},{32,-16}}],Line[{{32,-16},{32,-
20}}],Line[{{32,-20},{32,-24}}],Disk[{32,-25},{1,1}]}; 
hH = {Disk[{16,-44},{1,2}],Rectangle[{8,-42},{10,-46}],Rectangle[{10,-42},{12,-
46}],Rectangle[{12,-42},{14,-46}],Rectangle[{14,-42},{16,-46}],Disk[{18,-44},{1,1}]}; 
hHOutline = {Line[{{16,-46},{8,-46},{8,-42},{16,-42}}],Circle[{16,-44},{1,2}],Circle[{18,-
44},{1,1}]}; 
ColorChoice = Blend[{White,Red}]; 
TwoDMapShifts = Function[{A},Graphics[{Thickness[0.015],Transpose[{ 
Table[Blend[{Blue,Lighter[Gray,0.8],Lighter[Gray,0.8],Red},A[[i]]+0.5],{i,1,275}], 
Reverse[Join[hH,VR19,FillHelix[0,-36,11],VR18,Reverse[FillHelix[0,-
28,17]],VR17,Reverse[FillSheetsmallrev[0,-28,5]],VR16,FillSheetsmall[0,-20,4],VR15,FillSheet[0,-
20,4],VR13,FillSheet[0,-12,6],VR11,FillSheet[0,-
4,5],VR10,Reverse[FillHelix[0,44,12]],VR9,FillSheet[0,4,5],VR8,Reverse[FillHelix[0,36,13]],VR7,Fi
llSheet[0,20,6],VR6,Reverse[FillHelix[0,52,10]],VR5,FillSheet[0,28,7],VR4,FillSheet[0,12,6],VR2,h
B,VR1,hA,Nterm]]}],Thickness[0.004],Text[Style["N",Bold,10],{32,-
28}],Text[Style["C",Bold,10],{21.25,-44}], 
Helix[0,52],Helix[0,44],Helix[0,36],Sheet[0,28],Sheet[0,20],Sheet[0,12],Sheet[0,4],Sheet[0,-
4],Sheet[0,-12],Sheet[0,-20],Helix[0,-28],Helix[0,-
36],SmHelix,SmHelixRev,hBOutline,hAOutline,hHOutline},ImageSize->242]]; 
FillHelix = Function[{X,Y,N},Flatten[{Table[Rectangle[{i,Y-2},{i+32/(N-1),Y+2}],{i,-8,24-32/(N-
1),32/(N-1)}],Disk[{24,Y},{1,2}]}]]; 
FillSheet = Function[{X,Y,N},Flatten[{Polygon[{{X-8,Y},{X-4,Y+2},{X-4,Y-
2}}],Table[Rectangle[{i,Y-1},{i+30/(N-1),Y+1}],{i,-4,25-28/(N-1),28/(N-1)}]}]]; 
FillSheetsmall = Function[{X,Y,N},Flatten[{Polygon[{{X-24,Y},{X-22,Y+2},{X-22,Y-
2}}],Table[Rectangle[{i,Y-1},{i+6/(N-1),Y+1}],{i,-22,-16-6/(N-1),6/(N-1)}]}]]; 
FillSheetsmallrev = Function[{X,Y,N},Flatten[{Table[Rectangle[{i,Y-1},{i+10/(N-1),Y+1}],{i,-24,-
14-10/(N-1),10/(N-1)}],Polygon[{{X-12,Y},{X-14,Y+2},{X-14,Y-2}}]}]]; 
GraphicsRow[{Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Disk[{-16,50.5},2.5],Disk[{-12,21.5},2.5],Disk[{-
9.5,36},2.5],Disk[{-11,-28},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[-DMFInten[[1;;275]]]], 
Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Gray,Disk[{-4,24},2.5],Disk[{9.5,-16},2.5],Disk[{-10,-
8},2.5],Disk[{-10,-12},2.5],Disk[{-11,-28},2.5],Disk[{17.5,-16},2.5],Disk[{9.5,-
8},2.5],Black,Circle[{-4,24},2.5],Circle[{9.5,-16},2.5],Circle[{-10,-8},2.5],Circle[{-10,-
12},2.5],Circle[{-11,-28},2.5],Circle[{17.5,-16},2.5],Circle[{9.5,-8},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[-
TempInten[[1;;275]]]],Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Circle[{-11,52},2.5],Circle[{9.5,-
8},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[-GdmClInten[[1;;275]]]]},ImageSize->1100] 
GraphicsRow[{Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Disk[{-16,50.5},2.5],Disk[{-12,21.5},2.5],Disk[{-
9.5,36},2.5],Disk[{-11,-28},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[DMFShifts[[1;;275]]/.4]], 
 
Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Gray,Disk[{-4,24},2.5],Disk[{9.5,-16},2.5],Disk[{-10,-
8},2.5],Disk[{-10,-12},2.5],Disk[{-11,-28},2.5],Disk[{17.5,-16},2.5],Disk[{10,-
8},2.5],Black,Circle[{-4,24},2.5],Circle[{9.5,-16},2.5],Circle[{-10,-8},2.5],Circle[{-10,-
12},2.5],Circle[{-11,-28},2.5],Circle[{17.5,-16},2.5],Circle[{10,-
8},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[TempShifts[[1;;275]]/.4]], 
 
Show[Graphics[{Thickness[0.005],Circle[{-11,52},2.5],Circle[{10,-
8},2.5]}],TwoDMapShifts[GdmClShifts[[1;;275]]/.4]]},ImageSize->1100] 
In[1]:= TwoDMapShifts[SparseArray[{(*95->-1,96->-1,97->-1,98->-1,99->-1,100->-1,101->-1,102->-
1,103->-1,126->-1,127->-1,128->-1,129->-1,130->-1,131->-1,132->-1,50->-1,51->-1,52->-1,53->-1,54-
>-1,55->-1,56->-1,57->-1,58->-1,59->-1,60->-1,61->-1,62->-1,63->-1,{Range[133,144,1]}-
>{ConstantArray[1,12]},*)119->1,280->0}][[1;;275]]] 

 




